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Men's socccr going to regionals

See page 14
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THE SPECTATOR

Wednesday, Nov. 1, 2006

Keeping Watch at

Though Seattle University continues to
accept more students and colleges within the
school keep adding programs to enrich the
learning process, the growing lack of classroom space is easily seen and felt.
According to John Eshelman, provost,
decisions made a few years ago to maintain
the quality of education are part of the reason
the university is currently experiencing this
crunch. To keep up the personalized style of
education, class sizes have stayed the same
but that doesn't mean availability of those
classes has.
"We are using our classrooms a very high
percentage of the available time," said Eshelman. "Not 24 hours a day, but we have
information that our density of use is well
above the average for institutions like SU."
The problem, some say, is unequal growth
levels.
"If there is one word to describe the college over the last seven years it is growth,"
said Wallace Loh, dean ofthe College ofArts
and Sciences.
-

-

See Class space... Page 2
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Women's soccer clinches first
conference title since 2001

Classrooms
feel crunch
for space
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seatlleu. edu

Seattle University Since 1933

Nick McCarvel
mccarvel@seattleu. edu
Three minutes into overtime against
Seattle Pacific on Saturday, the Redhawk
soccer team got the three things it wanted
the most:
A game-winning goal.
A win over crosstown rival SPU.
And a Conference Championship.
Not to mention they're headed to the
playoffs, too.
After a fierce battle with the Falcons,
Kahlyn Keilty-Lucas, sophomore midfielder, found a wide-open Leah Wymer,
junior forward, on the left side of Seattle
Pacific's goal. Wymer nailed the ball past
Seattle Pacific goalie Katie Ruggles to
secure a 1-0 win in overtime.
The win didn't come easy for Seattle
(15-2-2), who had suffered a setback last
Thursday on Championship Field falling
to Western Washington University 2-1 in
overtime.
But SU refused to let two straight slip
through their fingers on their home turf
especially in overtime and squeaked
through against SPU. The team clinched
their first GNAC championship since
-

-

2001.

Jackie Canchola I The Spectator

Maryann Boddy edges past an SPU

defender in Seattle University s 1-0 overtime victory

on Saturday afternoon. The women are ranked 2nd in the west region and will plav SPU in
See SU defeats... Page 12 the first round of the tournament on Nov. 2 in La Jolla, California.

Multiple items on this year's ballot affect young voters
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edit
After the Oct. 17 Senatorial Debates on
KING 5 between incumbent Washington
Senator Maria Cantwell and her Republican
challenger Mike McGavick one thing is sure
Republicans and Democrats don't agree on
much.
With such touchy subjects before the public
as Iraq, Social Security, abortion, gay marriage,
deficit reduction and immigration it is hard to
know where to begin or to even feel as though
-

any of the aforementioned issues have anything
to do with young people.
But many of these issues do impact young
people, though perhaps not as immediate or
clear cut as the impact of the Iraq war but still
there. What you don't vote for today will come
back to haunt you when you are taxpayers.
The older generation has different interests to
look out for than thoseof the 18 -24 population.
Many may be trying to finance an education
through financial aid or applying for a job,
wondering if their civil liberties will be upheld
or if affirmative action will be in place.

Just think about the dangers of losing Social
Security and Medicare health benefits. These
are both benefits that we are paying for out of
our payroll taxes but are in danger of not being
there in the future.
Liberal Republican, Conservative Democrat
or vice versa. How do you tell which way is
right? After all many of us receive our political
affiliations from our parents; we are usually
born Democrat, Republican, or non-affiliated.
A beacon of light is bestowed upon us when
we turn 18, and we are all expected to use it.
We are expected to handle it with care, to react

to its ever changing life rhythms and above all
to not squander the immense power we have

been entrusted with.
So why is it that there are so few "young"
voters? In the last presidential election only
36 percent of eligible 18- 24 year olds voted.
According to the Center for Information and
Research on Civic Learning and Engagement
those numbers are down 15 percent from 1972,
when President Nixon passed a law thatallowed
18 year-olds to vote.
See Candidates... Page 10

Club protests Iraq War, promotes socialism
Chris Kissel

kisselc@seattleu. edu

Meaghan Driscoll I The Spectator

It's a Thursday night in the
Pigott building, and two Seattle
University students are having a
heated discussion with the local
representative of the Socialist
Alternative. The three are meeting
to plan the involvement of SU's
chapter of Socialist Alternative in
a citywide anti-war protest, taking
place inonly two days time.
Seated amidst threads of conversation pertaining to iMacs, water
bottles and business ethics, they sit
with chairs facing each other, discussing what they deem as a "fatal
tangling of interests" in Iraq.
The group consists of Wes Irwin,
sophomore pre-major; Brandon
Eng, juniorpolitical science major,
and Adam Ziemkowski, a 2005
graduate representing Socialist

Alternative on campus.
By taking part in the Seattle rally,
alongside other campus clubs like
the Coalition for Global Concern,
Social Alternative is hoping to gain
support for their group.
Eng starts to bring up statistics.
According to him, the most conservative studies show Iraqi civilian
deaths outnumbering the deaths of
U.S. soldiers by at least 157,000.
"Why do American lives mean
more to us than those of foreign
people?" asks Irwin. "It really reflects a lack of humanity."
As they converse, the electricity and excitement in their voices
continues to build. When they find
themselves again on the topic of
the impending rally and subsequent
protest, they are as passionate as
ever.

See Protest... page 4
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Class space still shrinking
"We've grown in students. We've grown
in faculty. We've grown in programs. The
one area where we have not grown in is real
estate."
Coupled with the increase in density is
the limited flexibility to move classes when
necessary. Eshelman also said a reason for the
classroom problem is overcrowding.
In such situations in the past, the university
could push classes into the evening; now the
evening spots are filled as well.
With the increase in students and classes
Eshelman said there's still "some question as
to whether we're going to be able to offer all
the classes that we'd like to."
In spite of the increases, Loh said what he
calls the "growing pains" of Seattle University are replicated in 95 percent ofuniversities
in the country. The university has no choice
but to grow if it wants to maintain the level
of education it currently demonstrates.
"It's a chicken and egg problem: do you
build the facilities first and then bring the students, or do you bring students first and then
start building the facilities?" said Loh. "The
answer is you bring the students first."
During the prime time for classes (between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.) the university is seeing
a "huge crunch," according to Joyce Allen,
associate registrar.
According to Allen, with classes pushed
later in the day there is a wider range of time

exception of the prime time.
"I would say it alleviates the crunch.
The fact that the departments are willing
to expand on the hours of the undergraduate classes definitely helps," said Heather
Werckle, scheduling specialist in the office
of the registrar.
Although Werckle andAllen say the crunch
makes their job to fit classes into the limited
time slots more difficult, the university has
not yet resorted to increasing classroom
sizes.
"It [the classroom crunch] makes things
take longer. As the quarters go on it's more
difficult to find places for all classes," said
Werckle. "I'm personally having to send the
message out to the departments that faculty
are going to need to be more flexible with
seating style or technology."
By working to keep class sizes small, Loh
said students do have to pay a price, but the
quality of education has to grow with the
increasing number of students.
"You may not get every single class you
want at the time you want, so yes, you're
paying a price," he said. "But so long as you
have the choice then I don't think you're hurt.
I think it's just the opposite effect, because
we're trying to improve the quality by having
the smaller classes and more programs."
For Loh, maintaining small classroom size
is critical.
"I can't eliminate the classroom problem by
increasing class size," he said. "It's precisely

slots for students to take classes, with the

because I want to increase the quality of the

(continuedfrom page 1)
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www.dearwingman.com

Dear Wingman.
If it's Monday night,
you'll find me at the
Wingdome...enjoying
my weekly platter
of 15 #4s for just 49
cents a wing. Do you
think it would make
me cheap to bring a
date along?
—Klaas, Seattle

i
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date

to the
49 cent Monday
Wingdome on
doesn't make you cheap—it makes
your

°'

Dear Arne,
I think you should
treat your taste buds
and your bud
to
a heapin' helpin' of

a

If she gives you any
attitude, just tell her you re saving
up for something really romantic
for her. (That might work for a few
you frugal.

,

weeks, anyway.)

Dear WingMan,
This weekend, me and my pals
are going to hold a Cluckoii to see
who can eat the most hotwings.
.

t

,

But we re undecided about how
.

to incorporate the spice factor
into the judging. Seems to me
that if someone eats 20 #4s, they
,

.

,

.

.

,

should beat out someone who
.

,

~
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eats 21 #3s.
,
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Peter, Kent

Dear Wingman,

I say hotwings are perfect for our

DearJJeter.
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Greenwood
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and Crummies
coming together, united in sauce,
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Dear Wingman,
How often do I have to wipe? It's

The university's master plan solves many
of the space issues on campus, but deals with
a long-term span of 25-30 years. As the issue
has already become a crisis, university officials say measures are currently underway
to help alleviate the problem.
The master plan details projects to develop the campus, including the expansion of the Bannan
building, and a new
building in the space
where the bookstore
to
is currently located,
but such projects fall
or to
behind the Lemieux
how
to
Library and Connolly Center renovations on the list of
priorities.
"I expect the university to understand the national norms on
modern practices in providing for the science
and laboratory and classroom instruction,
and to be dedicated to help us become the
very best, not just get by," said George
Simmons, dean of College of Science and
Engineering.
Some of the solutions for the current
demand of space include three additional
laboratories by next fall. The chemistry
laboratories will also be remodeled.
Five million dollars for projects in the
Bannan building will increase the amount
of laboratories, easing the natural science,
chemistry and nursing lab needs.
"[These projects] will allow for a better
utilization of space while we develop a more
comprehensive program," said Simmons.
Similar to the projects taking place in Bannan, other areas of the university are remod-

eling space to immediately alleviate some of
the demand for more classrooms.
The Language Department has moved
from the Casey building to the first floor
of Xavier Hall. In the next year or two, the
university plans to complete renovations
on the basement, where they will create
two or three instructional spaces, such as a
language lab.
"Right now we're able to manage, but what
it means is that sometimes classes are not in
ideal spaces," said Eshelman, who is con-

fident "we will have some more classroom
space available certainly by next fall."
Whether this is soon enough for students is
still unclear. While some expressed frustration with lack of classroom space, others said
they did not notice any direct effects.
"I understand they have to juggle rooms,
but it takes a toll on your academic experience," said Emily Bogen, sophomore
psychology major. "I think it just proves
that students come second and availability
mandates how our lives are being run."
While Bogen feels the university needs
to take action to build more facilities now,
Doran Ingalls, senior finance major, said the
issue has not affected him much.
"I haven't really
noticed," said Innot galls. "I just kind of
assume the school
the same
does what it can
with the resources
it has."
Despite concerns
of some students,
Wallace Loh Eshelman said he has
only heard concerns
about the problem
from faculty, which has "really become a
crisis in the last several months."
"We are painfully aware of the problem
and are working very hard to find both
short-term and intermediate solutions and
we are looking carefully at matching our
enrollment strategy with the facilities we
have," he said.
Although putting a cap on enrollment
depends on whether the university can find
suitable solutions for the current space
crisis, Loh said the university's growth is
necessary.
"The question is really not whether to stay
the same or to grow. The question is how
much to grow," said Loh. "You cannot not
grow, but how fast can you grow until your
facilities catch up. That is the $64,000 question, and that is the heart of the leadership
of any university."
—

"The question is really
whether stay
grow. The question is
much grow."

—

hotwings.
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"There's a sense in which the classroom
space is more critical in that a faculty member

UNIVERSITY ACTIONS
AND PLANS

—

Dear Klaas,
Bringing

Help! I can't decide what to do
with this $10 coupon. Should
I be a good guy and order a
gigantic platter of wings to
share with a friend? Or order
like a
something just for me
Back Draft Burger and a pint
ro
beer?
—Arne. Seattle
;
°*

programs for students byreducing their class
size that we have a classroom crunch."
Similar to the crunch in office space on
campus, the issue of inadequate classroom
space is a serious concern for administrators
and faculty on campus.
"How do you compare critical with critical?" said Eshelman. "Both issues are critical.
I can weep and moan over each one."
But in the short term, the issue of classrooms can be much more problematic.
can operate out of their hip pocket without
an office and still teach," he said. "But you
can't hold a class without a space to hold it."

Dear Wingman,

DEAR

Meaghan Driscoll I The Spectator

Situations such as these, where students are crammed into a classroom and must deal with
obstacles such as technology carts, are becoming more and more frequent on campus.
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NEWS
Nuclear attack would cripple city
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu. edit
"Today, the gravest danger in the war on terror, the gravest danger facing America and the
world, is outlaw regimes that seek andpossess
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons."
President George W. Bush, State ofthe Union
Address, January 2003
To date, only two nuclear weapons have
ever been used for war-time measures: those
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These
days the nuclear threat is a thing of the past,
dredging up muddled imagery of President
John F. Kennedy and Cuba.
Nuclear weapons went out ofvogue with the
fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.
Or so many Americans would like to think.
Earlier this month, North Korean leader
Kim Jong-Ilreported a successful nuclear test.
International intelligence expresses little doubt
over the veracity of this claim although the
explosion, while nuclear in nature, was smaller
than most nuclear devices.
Regardless, the nuclear threat is growing.
The United States has many enemies. Major
coastal cities, such as Seattle, are viablenuclear
-

targets.
The uranium bomb dropped on Hiroshima
exploded with the power of 15 kilotons of
dynamite. A similar bomb, detonated over
Seattle, would cause widespread devastation
throughout the city and its suburbs.
The fireball, the blinding explosion created immediately by detonation of a nuclear
weapon, causes the classic "mushroom cloud."
Within the fireball is a massive amount of
radiation caused by fission. It instantaneously
heats the area of detonation to incredibly high
temperatures, vaporizing everything within

vicinity.
The fireball expands rapidly, creating a shock
wave known as the blast that devastates the
surrounding area. The blast travels faster than
the speed of sound and, due to the immense
difference in atmospheric pressure it creates,
destroying virtually all it passes over until losing enough energy to cease doing damage.
Part of the energy escapes through thermal
radiation in essence, a heat wave that follows
the blast.
One of the major side-effects of a nuclear
explosion is a massive electromagnetic pulse
(EMP), which renders all electronic devices in
the area useless.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to make
several assumptions in order to calculate the
effects of a nuclear explosion on Seattle.
First, it must be assumed that the nuclear
bomb is a uranium bomb with a yield of one
megaton of dynamite. Plutonium bombs cause
lessradiation and Hydrogen bombs, which rely
on both fusion (smashing atoms together) and
fission (breaking atoms apart), typically have
much higher yield.
It should also be assumed that the hypothetical bomb is detonated over downtown Seattle,
just above the Pacific Place Mall at Pine St.
and Sixth Ave.
Bruce Busby, radiation safety officer of the
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Institute, is
positive that "a good-sized bomb would level
Seattle."
In the worst-case scenario, the fireball of a
one megaton explosion would expand to nearly
half of a mile. Absolutely nothing would remain of Pacific Place or downtown Seattle.
Everything within one to two miles of
ground zero would melt or explode within seconds. Included in this initialradius are Seattle
University and its surrounding neighborhood.
There would be no survivors in this area, and
anyone left would die ofradiation poisoning.
Within two to three miles, most metal materials would melt. There would be massive
fire damage. Potential survivors would die of
radiation poisoning or burns without prompt
and adequate treatment.
In a four to six miles radius, spontaneous
the

-

-

-

fires would occur. Most persons within five
miles would sustain third degree burns.
Between five and seven miles from ground
zero, first and second degree burns would be
common.
Beyond the ten-mile range in Shoreline,
for example many buildings would be destroyed by fire.

After the formation of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) in 2001, efforts to
improve security in metropolitan areas were
increased. In King County, a DHS grant funded
the creation of the Homeland Security Institute
(HSI). The organization works to coordinate
training among various factions of the public,
from emergency response teams to elected of-

-

-
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College of

Education
ranks #1
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edit
Adding to Seattle University's recent
list of official recognitions, the College of
Education recently earned the number one
ranking in the state forpost-graduate teacher

Courtesy of Wikipedia

A nuclear test explosion rocks the Nevada desert on April 18, 1953. Not since the arms race
oj the Cold War has the fear of nuclear annihilation been an imminent threat to the U.S.

Overall, hundreds of thousands of lives
would be lost and many more would be injured.
Still-operational medical centers would be
unable to accommodate the number of injured
citizens, and might even turn away patients
with a high degree of radiation poisoning,
due to the danger they pose towards others in
the hospital. As a result, many citizens who
would have survived similar injuries given
normal city conditions would die during the

facials. In the case of a biological attack, their
presence would be key.
"While all of our work would be applicable
in the response to an attack with a weaponof-mass-destruction, some of our courses are
specifically tailored to such a response," said
John Fortugno, director of the Olympia-based
institute.
"These include awareness-level courses in
weapons of mass destruction, mass decontamination, personal protective equipment,
aftermath.
and operational safety and security. We also
The EMP generated would destroy vital have supporting courses on technical rescue,
means of communication, rendering computers hazardous materials, and a series of classes
and other electronics useless.
on the National Incident Management System
Much of theradioactive material contained [NIMS]."
Released to the public in 2004, NIMS
helps united different jurisdictions in times
of disaster.
"NIMS establishes standardized incident
would
management processes, protocols, and procedures that all responders [...] will use to coordinate," says the DHS' fact sheet on NIMS.
Bruce Busby
"With responders using the same standardRADIATION SAFETY OFFICER ized procedures, they will all share a common
focus, and will be able to place full emphasis
on incident management when a homeland
security incident occurs whether terrorism
in the fireball would cool and be spread at the or natural disaster."
mercy of the wind, across Washington and
Meanwhile, an employee identified only as
farther, as nuclear fallout.
Helga at Emergency Preparedness Service, a
Days after the explosion, radiation levels Seattle company that sells disaster survival
closest to the blast would drop drastically. equipment, said they have noted no surge in
However, the fallout would have a lasting imbusiness recently.
pact. It would spread slowly and accumulate
She said that there is usually a surge in
in specific locales due to weather conditions business at her store "after-the fact," i.e. in the
and via waterways.
days following North Korea's use ofa nuclear
However, the threat of radiation is not as weapon on Japan.
severe as one might think. The long-term radiaEPS doesn't sell much biohazard-specific
tion produced by a one megaton yield uranium equipment, and does not deal with Hazmat
bomb is negligible compared to the nuclear suits.
meltdown tragedy of Chernobyl in 1986.
Busby believes that it would be nearly imAside from the immense loss ofhuman life, possible to prepare for any large-scale disaster.
the economic impact on Washington would be The question would become, according to him,
severe. Consumers would be afraid to buy po"how do we treat a large amount of people in
tentially "radioactive" Washington products.
the best way?"
The Seattle Fire Department, assuming
It is possible though at this point unlikely
anything remained of it, would call in outside
that North Korea has the capacity to make
forces through the Emergency Management an atomic bomb of a one megaton yield. Their
Assistance Compact (EMAC).
Oct. 9 test had the yield ofless than one kiloton
The SFD, while it has taken no action as of dynamite. However, if there is anything
a result of North Korea's threats, does have behind Kim Jong-Il's nuclear threats, then
emergency response plans. Disaster Medical Seattle citizens should be aware of potential
Assistance Teams (DMATs) wouldbe called in consequences, however remote the threat
to set up field hospitals throughout Seattle.
may be.

"A good-sized bomb
level Seattle."

-

-

-

placement from theState Office of the Superintendent of Public Information.
Their Master's in Teaching (MIT) program ranked highest in Washington for
teacher placement after graduation, with
85 percent getting jobs in public/private
schools throughout the country.
To those associated with the college, this
came as no surprise.
"I wasn't surprised, because I know
that we have excellent teachers that we are
graduating," said Margit McGuire, director
and professor for theMIT program. "It essentially affirmed what I already [knew]."
Sue Schmitt, deanof the College ofEducation, also said the top ranking did not surprise her, because the college always ranks
among the top in placement in the state.
"I was delighted that our graduates continue to be among the most sought after
teacher education graduates in the state,"
she said.
McGuire attributes the college's success
to a combination of the interaction and
connections of MIT students to the world
ofeducation.
"I think that we have a highly integrated
program with an excellent faculty that are
wellconnected to the real world of schools
so we are routinely in classrooms working
with teachers or observing teachers," she
said.
Both Schmitt and Fr. Steven Sundborg,
S.J., president of Seattle University, said
McGuire deserves recognition as one of
the attributing reasons for the college's
success.

"Margit McGuire should be congratulated on thesekind ofresults," said Sundborg.
"It's a stellar program at SU and it shows
up as the best in the state, which doesn't at
all surprise me."
Despite the credit given to McGuire
she describes some critical points of the
program that make it successful.
"We are really preparing our students
to be teacher leaders," said McGuire. "We
want them to be change agents."
As "change agents," graduates of the
MTT program have the ability to change the
world, which is part in result of the social
justice emphasis in the program.
"That emphasis which is a social justice
emphasis is really looking at the real issues
and challenges oftoday's school," she said.
"The emphasis on that makes our students
very desirable for the classrooms."
The latest distinction is one of the many
to be bestowed upon Seattle University in
recent months, many by the U.S. News and
World Report.
In August, the school movedup on their
list to become the seventh best undergraduate/graduate university in the western
United States. The Albers School of Business andEconomics was ranked the number
one independent business school in the
Northwest, while The College of Science
and Engineering moved up to 29th in the
list ofschool s offering a bachelor's/master's
degree.
The School ofLaw was ranked 93rdbest
in the country, but retained the distinction of
America's best legal writing program.

News
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Even in college, scholarly
cheating is still a problem

The Spectator
Nov. 1,2006

Protest draws crowd

Casey Penaluna

University file and to be removed upon
graduation. With a third offense the student
will be dismissed from the university.
There are as many different methods as
"Of course, the university's policy states
there are fingertips or snowflakes, and evthat you could be asked to leave the univererybody who's made their way through the sity at any time if you are caught cheating,"
twelve years ofschooling before college has said Lawrence.
witnessed at least a few of them.
He continued by saying that more often
Some are as basic as lightly outlining than not faculty is spending their time with
words onto a desk in pencil before a test, or students who are unclear as to how to cite
lifting a section of an essay from a source sources properly; they are oftenre-teaching
you thought was an obscure, unpublished bit students the fundamentals of writing,
of literature. Others are more elaborate, like
"There is a qualitative difference beusing an under-the-radar calculatorprogram tween erring and blatant cheating," said
to make things easier or taping answers to Lawrence.
the inside of a water bottle. Regardless of
However, blatant cheating still occurs.
the methods, academic cheating despite
"I take a Japanese language class and I
efforts
by professional leaders think that in those types ofclasses it is much
continued
the
easier to cheat than in other courses," said
country has become an undeniacross
able element of American education.
Caitlin Killorin, sophomore international
Between 40 and 70 percent ofall college business major. "In business it can be pretty
students have reported cheating sometime easy to cheat too, especially in accounting
during their academic career. Here at Seattle where you are just plugging numbers into
University there are between 10 and 15 reExcel and checking others students results
cases
to
see if yours are right."
ported
per year.
Lene Arnett Jensen, an assistant profesProfessors continually go over Hieuniversor with the department of psychology at sity's academic honestypolicy, Killorin said,
Catholic University ofAmerica in Washingbut despite this she still sees students looking
ton, D.C., conducted a study 0f490 college at other answer sheets during tests.
While academic cheating may not be
students, evaluating their views regarding
academic cheating as well as cheating bea trend unique to the U.S., some of the
havior.
advantages that Americans have make the
Jensen looked at students' evaluations and task easier.
To Rick Malleus, adjunct professor in the
judgments in regards to cheating and the
issues ofself-restraint and tolerance of devicommunication/journalism department, the
technological innovationsAmerican students
ance. She found that people's moral evaluations and reason- ummmmmmmmmmmmmm
have allow them
ing are not easto cheat with more
ily related to their
frequency than
a
those in less privimoral behavior
which is evident
leged countries.
when it comes to
He wouldknow:
Malleus,
who this
cheating.
"In general, stuquarter teaches
dents tend to think
Charles Lawrence Public Speaking
that academic
and Dynamics of
_Communication,
cheating is wrong
but admit to doing
is originally from
it anyway," wrote Jensen in regards to her Zimbabwe. Employed by Zimbabwe Open
research results.
University, his jobconsists ofwriting books,
Some ofthe identifiablefactors that influlectures and course content that is sent to
ence academic cheating include competition the school's extension campuses and is
and pressures for good grades, instructional taught to students by local instructors on the
situations that are perceived as unfair or weekends.
However, such technology is a "double
excessively demanding, faculty who are
thought of as uncaring or indifferent to their edged sword," in his eyes, because it makes
own teaching or to their students' learning, catching cheaters easier as well.
lax attitudes on the part of faculty toward aca"All you have to do is type a sentence from
demic dishonesty, peer pressure to support a thepaper into Google and every paper with
friend and a diminishing sense of academic feat exactsentence in it will pop up,'' Malleus
said. Aside from their lack of widespread
integrity or ethical values among students.
Charles Lawrence, the assistant provost internet access, the Zimbabweans also tend
for academics, says that the university's to value higher education more.
There is also the issue of regulation: popolicy in dealing with suspected cases of
academic cheating is to give faculty leeway tential cheaters frequently are not presented
as to what initial action they are going to take with the option.
with the student
"In the Zimbabwean educational system,
If a student is suspected of cheating the course grades are factored on an exam
professor will take (he first step oftalking to format. They don't get points for papers or
that student. If the professor has sufficient participation," he said. "It can make it a lot
evidence that the student blatantly cheated, harder to cheat [...] because the classroom
then he or she will report the offense to the is strictly proctored with the instructor
department chair and then to the provost constantly walking around monitoring each

penaluna@seattleu.edu

-

-

"There is qualitative difference between erring and
blatant cheating."

_______________

chair.
student."
Back in the United States, such monitorA first offense will get students a verbal
warning, and if lhe professor deems necesing is less present, many students engage in
sary, they will add on penalties which could academic dishonesty because they find that
include a failing grade for the course that cheating no longer carries the stigma that
it used to. Less social disapproval coupled
quarter. A letter of reprimand may be issued for a second violation of theAcademic with increased competition for admission
Honesty Policy. Hie letter of reprimand is into universities and graduate schools, has
issued by the dean or otherappropriate aca- made students more willing to do whatever
demic official to be placed in die student's it takes to get the top grades.

Meaghan Driscoll I The Spectator

With smiles on theirfaces, students participating in the anti-war rally last Saturday
hold signs indicating their displeasure with the Bush administration s foreign policy.

(continuedfrom page 1)

ments that demanded change. Let's lay a
foundation, and show people how to say

"The kind of world we want can't be no. We demand that the troops are brought
achieved by just getting out there and home now!"
With this, the Seattle University crowd
voting. In the long run, who we vote for
doesn't matter," says Irwin. "In order to seemed heartened, and the excitement grew
make a statement, to say 'no' and mean it, until it was contagious between the students
we have to come together. And rallies are seated on the steps.
only the beginning."
Other students and protest leaders added
confidence
and
belief
the
truth
of
their
A
in
messages.
his words surrounds Irwin as he speaks,
"'Be the change you want to see,"' said
and the three don't seem to notice the sudIrwin, quoting Mahatma Gandhi. "You
den swarm of students stepping around have to strive to do everything you can to
their chairs.
get your voice heard."
"When I was at SU," says Ziemkowski,
Soon it was time to move, and the group
"I always noticed that the strong social began walking toward the Federal Buildjustice foundation provided by the school ing, where the bigger, citywide protest was
wasn't really followed through with corbeing held. The quiet excitement was visstudent
activism."
responding
ible in the smiles of all of the marchers.
Clubs like the Seattle University College
"This war is being fought very poorly,
and it's time to demand competent leaders,"
Republicans (SUCR) and the Seattle University Young Democrats (SUYD) might be said marcher Zachariah Camla, freshman
active in many capacities. But these three psychology and pre-med major.
and a number of other students are askEverybody was feeling or at least acting
"Is
that
ing,
enough?"
proud, particularly in light of honks and
am
ashamed
of
this
shouts
"Personally, I
elicited from passers-by as the group
school," says Eng, and the other two offer carried signs down Madison Street. The
slight nods at the suggestion.
sun had finally burned off the remaining
The group seems nervous about the nofog and was now shining kindly on the last
tion of planning a specific rally for SU people making their way off campus.
students on Oct. 28, which would take place
At the front of the march, Irwin walked
before the students walk to the larger rally holding up a sign, smiling and yelling
at the Jackson Federal Building downtown. along with the SU anti-war chants that
Seattle University students in the past echoed around the walls of the downtown
had shown a general apathy toward curskyscrapers.
rent events, and the organizers of the SU
After walking several blocks, the stuprotest were at this point unsure whether dents joined the larger, more diverse group
there would be a significant amount of in front of Jackson Federal Building on
involvement.
2nd Ave. One woman, when told that the
new arrivals were from Seattle University,
They eventually dispersed into the evening, each contemplating for better or expressed obvious surprise and delight.
for worse what lay in store less than 48
"I'm having such an adrenaline rush
hours away.
right now," said an excited Eng as they
At first, standing in front of the quad approached the masses of anti-war protesstairs at 11:35 Saturday morning, the three tors.
organizers seemed nervous.
Gathering around the speaking platform,
The time had come, and only a handful the 50 or so students united with a group
of students were present. The air was still of about 400, listening intently to speakers
grey with fog, but the sun had started to that included Aaron Dixon, Green Party
break the clouds into patches.
candidate for US Senate and former captain
Students suddenly began to show up in of the Seattle Black Panthers. Afterward, a
twos and threes, and soon the group had
short march was led through the streets of
swollen to about 50 students. This was at downtown Seattle.
least 20 more than Ziemkowski, Irwin and
The larger protest and march were not as
enthusiastic as some had hoped, but amidst
Eng had expected.
"To win this fight, we must build a mass other protesters disheartened by a foreign
movement. How have any groups brought war, the Seattle University students finally
about change in the past? "called Ziemraised a voice that seemed to have grown
kowski, addressing the crowd first. "When silent with disuse.
they did, it was because there were move-

-

-
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Pipe damage wets Connolly
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu

have to.. .wick all the water out."
Right next door is the South Court gym,
which was also damaged.
Although the weight room is expected to be
repaired fairly quickly school officials expect
two days the fate of the South Court is not
as certain.
The South Court is a practice spot for both
the men's and women's basketball teams. It is
also home to many recreational sports activities,
all of which have been relocated or postponed
until further notice.
Since the gym is coated annually with a
sealant, itis virtually impossible for the floor to
get wet from above. Once the water exceeded
the amount containable on the floor's surface,
it went through the cracks on the edges of the
gym, allowing it to penetrate the floor. This
will create difficulties in extracting the fluid
that remains.
A team from Bales Cleaning & Restoration
was on the scene hours after the water escaped
the tank. Ernie Storrer, president, estimates
that the gym will not be ready for use again for
another 10-14 days.
"We're going to vacuum the air out...it's
like drying a car with a shammy," said Storrer.
"We're going to dry, with the shammy being air
beneath this flooring system."
The process will be a lengthy one, due to
health and environmental concerns. Mold and
mildew prevention is of the school's utmost
concern with the hardwood floor on the South
Court.
"We [going to] be sending in dehumidifiedair
under the floor," said an unidentified representative from Bales Cleaning & Restoration. "That
will persuade the moisture to leave."
The pool is a different story.

At around 9 a.m. on Monday morning, the

filter tank in the Connolly Center's east pool
otherwise known as the competition swim-

-

-

ming pool

-

-

exploded, making for an unusually

wet start to the new week.

Upon bursting, the tank continued to spurt
water out in the pool utility room, which seeped
on to the first floor ofConnolly.
Initially, building staffmembers were unsure
whether the "leak" was from the pool structure
itself or from the pump room.
"You [could] smell the chlorine throughout
the hallway," saidEric Guerra, associate athletic
director for compliance. "It [was] very clearly
pool water.. .we just didn't know where it was
coming from."
Upon discovering its source, the staff acted
quickly and managed to cease the flow ofwater
within a matter of20 minutes. Guerra speculates
that it could have been a much more disastrous
situation had thecrack unleashed the water during a time, such as late in the night, when no one
was there to respond in a timely fashion.
"Facilities support was here very quickly
[and] the [Seattle] Fire Department was very
helpful," said Guerra. "For as much water as
we had running through the hallway, we could
have done some Olympic trials."
Other than the pool itself, two other areas
of Connolly were greatly affected by the large
displacement of water.
The first was the recently remodeled weight
room, being right next to the utility room.
"It went into the weight room, so they have
to pull back all the mats," said Don Ross, assistant director of recreational sports. "They

Brenda Stice I The Spectator

A note on thefront door of the Connolly Center details the athletic facility's closure after
a ruptured pool filter causedflooding Monday. Though the building is expected to reopen
this week, the east pool will remain closed indefinitely until it can be completely repaired.
Every drop of water that escaped the tank
was draining from the East Pool. At this time,
it is unusable, and the status of its repair is
indefinite.
"Facilities is going to come in, and some
other pool specialists, and they are going to try
to make some adjustments and switch some
things out," said Guerra. "I guess the part that
[is] required is not an easy thing to fix."
A women's swim meet was scheduled for
this weekend against the University ofAlaskaFairbanks, which had not been cancelled as of
press time.The new location of the meet is still

being determined.
The timing of the event is inconvenient, especially considering that winter sports are just
beginning their seasons.
All sections of Connolly Center that were
affected must be inspected by an environmental
control company to be sure that no mildew or
mold is present before thatportion ofthe facility
can be reopened.
The astrogym, classroom, quiet exercise
room and racquetball courts were unaffected
by the spill and are currently open for usual
operation and activities.
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Cardinal Avery Dulles speaks during his
visit to campus last Tuesday. A professor
at Fordham University, Dulles lectured as
part of the Faith & Great Ideas program.

Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu. edit
The Pigott Auditorium was packed last Tuesday, offering New York City's Cardinal Avery
Dulles, S.J. a warm welcome and making the
2006 Faith & The Great Ideas guest lecture a
major success.
Students, faculty, alumni and friends of the
university gathered in the auditorium for the
first ever 2006 Faith & The Great Ideas Guest
Lectureship and presentation of the Loyola

"It's not often that we are

given an opportunity to
hear a 'philosopher's philosopher' give the history
of intellectual thought."

Michael F. Andrews
that Cardinal Dulles really enjoyed it, too, and
I think that it was a great way to bring some
'color' to the event."
To Andrews, Dulles' importance as a religious
figure among Catholics helped to drivethe point
home.
"Many students who were present for the
Cardinal's talk will likely take that away as one
of the highpoints of their SU undergraduate
experience," he said.
With the success of the inaugural Loyola
Medal presentation and Guest Lectureship, the
Faith & The Great Ideas program is looking to
develop in a variety of ways and continue to
"give back" to Seattle University.
For Andrews, there are three primary areas

■

on which he would like to focus for the future
ofthe program.
He said that he wants to develop ways to
encourage Faith & The Great Ideas students to
continue their involvement on campus.
"I see a tremendous amount of energy and
enthusiasm from students themselves, so I am
trying to find ways to encourage and support
these Faith & The Great Ideas scholars to continue to stay involved beyond their freshman
year," said Andrews.
Andrews would also like to encourage faculty
members within the program to "explore ways of
building collegial bonds between ourselves."
As a third focus, he would like to incorporate
a student/faculty retreat within the program,
where students and faculty are able to set aside
a special period of time to "pray and recreate
together."
From the impressive introduction of the
guest lectureship with such renowned figures
as Dulles, to the high hopes for the future, the
Faith & The Great Ideas academic program is
placing a strong effort on giving back to Seattle
University.
Dulles is currently the Laurence J. McGinley
Professor of Religion and Society at Fordham
University and an internationally-renowned
author and lecturer.
He was appointed Cardinal of the Catholic
Church in Rome in 2001 by Pope John Paul 11,
and is the first American-born theologian who is
not a bishop to receive such an honor.
Dulles is also the author of over 750 articles
on theological topics and has published 22
books, and also boasts an impressive collection
ofnational/internationalawards. He has received
honorary doctorates from 38 universities.
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Teaching major. "In fact, one of my favorite
comments of the night was 'conversion comes
from God; we shouldn't try to force it.'"
Along with the academic lecture, Faith &
The Great Ideas hosted an evening with a few
surprises. After Fr. John Foster, S.J. led the
opening prayerand faculty welcomed everyone
to the event, the Seattle University concert choir
offered an uplifting musical interlude.
"I did enjoy the choir," said Mindas. "I saw

Medal to Dulles, consisting of a faith-based
lecture, concert choir interlude and honorary
reception.
Dulles received the Loyola medal, honoring
his life and scholarship that reflects a commitment to idea-based faith, including promotion of
justice, as reflected in the educational apostolate
inspired by St. Ignatius ofLoyola.
In synchronization with Dulles' history of
achievements and contributions to the Catholic
Church, the Guest Lectureship was an evening
dedicated to "Truth and Revelation," which was
the topic ofhis lecture.
Combining philosophy, views of the papacy
and secularism in the modern world, Dulles
provided a unique intellectual forum.
"It is not often that we are given an opportunity to hear a 'philosopher's philosopher' give
the history ofintellectual thought from the preSocratics to post-modernism," said Michael F.
Andrews, associate dean of the Matteo Ricci
College and director ofFaith & The GreatIdeas.
"As a philosophy professor, it just doesn't get
any better than that."
Dulfes emphasized the views of some of the
greatest philosophers ofall time to present his
assessment of truth and revelation: Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Marx and a
range ofothers.
He also incorporated the secular nature of
society today.
"Only by means ofmen and women who have
been touched by God can the absent God return
to our secularized world and renew our culture
from within," said Dulles.
The viewpoints on secularity struck a chord
with some in the audience.
"I liked his discussion of dialogue between
faiths," said Renee Mindas, Humanities for
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Come sail away
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra. net
Most students who choose to study abroad
and especially those who enroll in a Semester
at Sea program expect powerful experiences.
But rarely do they expect them to happen in an
orphanage.
Yet the memory ofa crowded Vietnamese orphanage is one that left an indelible impression
on the mind of Annie Frith, junior marketing
major at Seattle University and recent Semester
at Sea participant.
Frith visited Vietnam as part of a summer
cruise on the M/V Explorer, a floating university
housing around 600 students, plus faculty and
staff. The visit was, in her words, a life-altering
experience.
"These kids had nothing, but were so happy
and beautiful, it took a lot out of me to walk
away from them," said Frith. "And I burst
into tears the minute we left. Doing things like
that is what makes the trip mean just so much
more."
Experiences like these arepart ofthe mission
of the Semester at Sea program, which gives
study abroad students the opportunity to experience diverse lands and cultures while earning
academic credit.
The Semester at Sea is run by the Institute for
Shipboard Education and academically sponsored by the University of Virginia. Like any
traditional, land-based study abroad program,
participating students live in dorms, attend
classes and participate in cultural activities.
They engage in structured travel experiences
and also have the opportunity to explore the
countries on their own.
Unlike a traditional study abroad program,
-

-

—
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Semester at Sea shows students the world

the average semester running between $ 17,325
and $18,125 (depending on whether you want a
window in your cabin), most students attending
Semester at Sea end up needing some form of
financial assistance.
According to Janet Cantelon, director of
student financial services at Seattle University,
since the University of Virginia sponsors the
program, any SU-specific aid grants, workstudy and scholarships will not be available.
Unlike SU-specific aid, federal grants can
be used during enrollment in the Semester at
Sea program, and the Institute for Shipboard
Education offers other forms of financial aid
such as merit and need based grants.
"What happens is we would apply any aid we
[could]," said Cantelon. "So, for example, any
federal aid a student has would still continue,
except for work study. And then most students
will take out an alternative private loan for the
difference."
Photo courtesy of Annie Frith
Even with ISE financial aid, however, the
Annie Frith, junior marketing major and recent participant in the Semester at Sea
majority of the students participating end up
program, poses with children in Vietnam during one of the M/V Explorer's port stops.
like Frith, taking some form of private loan to
help finance the trip. Since rarely do ISE aid
however, the dorm rooms are cabins aboard portunities at Seattle University, the Semester packages exceed $6,000, the cost for a student
a 24,300 ton ship, the classes involve a field at Sea program is not organized or operated can run as high as $
11,000. And the cost only
component that must be completed ashore in directly by the school.
covers tuition, room and board.
one of the many ports ofcall and the structured
A common misconception among students
"You have to consider all the addition
activities for one semester include touring cities is that more work must be done to attend a charges,
like your shipboard account," said
on multiple continents.
non-SU operated program. According to Robin Frith. "So everything you buy on the ship
Classes meet regularly whenever the ExCraigs, director of study abroad, this is simply
snacks, apparel, alcohol for socials and any
plorer is at sea. There are a variety of student not the case.
trip [...] that you would like to do in port.. .it
clubs and there is a core GlobalStudies class
"We only require two [forms] for non-SU all adds up really quick."
that every undergraduate must take. Also like programs, while for SU programs the student
Despite the costs, Frith, like most partraditional universities, there are a variety of must write an essay [to qualify] and then be ticipants, found the
voyage to be more than
courses offered, so one can take classes specific selected to attend," said Craigs.
worthwhile. "Studying abroad is something
to their major.
However, one issue that students will run into I recommend to everyone," she said. "It's an
As withthe majority of the study abroad opwhen attending non-SU programs is cost. With experience of a life-time."
-

-
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Dorm chefs create meals, build community
Matisse Fletcher
fletcherm@seattleu. edu

Sorry to break it to you C-Street, Bistro and
Cave: you have some competition. It comes
in the form ofthree SU students armed to the
teeth with baking sheets, whisks and spatulas. They're ready to cook it to the extreme
and they mean delicious business. Stomachs
ranging from Campion all the way to Xavier
have been filled by mouth-watering food that
is quickly becoming a staple here at SU.

Aaron

Huang

Xavier House, with four floors so diverse
that students can travel from Africa to Mexico
in one trip, is a place where international food
is the norm. But Aaron Huang, sophomore
finance major, is the designated chef of the
bunch.
Nights he can be found in the Xavier
kitchen over a steaming stove, whipping up
delicious Asian recipes for whoever may
happen by. Huang will invite anyone in and
provide paper plates, plastic forks and knives.
In minutes he'll have an organized assembly
line of hungry students.
The cooking makes sense. His parents own
a Chinese restaurant in his home state of
South Dakota. When he was young he learned
techniques from the chefs working there and
started to experiment at home around eight
years old.
"My original creations were disastrous and
almost inedible," Huang said.
Eating his food is a lesson in itself. In the
process, those partaking learn the names of
various ingredients and their specific roles in
the dish. If they come early they get to hear
the story behind what they are about to eat.
This is wherehis restaurant past reveals itself
as he pivots between everyone, flinging soy
sauce here and there while adding just the
right amount of spices and trimmings.

Huang finessed his

far from his true of Nestle cookies that roll out in doughy
love.
cylinders, but a baker whose name is known
trips to Hong Kong and
"I enjoy cookby most of campus.
around greater China.
ing because my
He started baking in elementary school
Inspired by the gourfamily is totally and never stopped. In high school, he started
met chefs he met in his
food-oriented. It's a business with a friend to raise money for
travels, Huang hopes to
this hodgepodge a mission trip: T&P Bakery. They filled orcontinue cooking interblend of Chinese, ders and delivered desserts, and it became a
nationally and teaching
Japanese,Filipino, very successful fundraiser and a convenient
with an edible educaand Mexican. That excuse to bake consistently.
tion. Stop in by Xavier
being said, food is
His freshman year, Ruger lived in a quad
kitchen tonight and learn
one of those things and turned it into a working bakery. Former
a few new things while
that [can] trancustomers still remember all of the cakes,
eating some honestly
scend language pastries and pies.
fabulous cuisine.
barriers. [Cook"His Neapolitan cheesecake totally rocked
ing] became this my soul," said Andy Swanson, sophomore
George
sort of initiation nursing major.
bayuga
into the family. It's
"Freaking brilliant," saidKenna Kettrick,
almost as though junior history and drama major, about his
The residents of Camyou weren't grown famous cookies.
pion 12 were privy this
That seems to be the consensus for most of
up until you could
year to the debut of one
work in the kitchwhat he makes. Whenever his name is menJackie Canchola I The Spectator
of SU's busiest chefs,
said
Bayuen,"
tioned, the reactions are immediate. Everyone
Sophomore finance major Aaron Huang
George Bayuga, freshgahas his or her favorite Peter masterpiece.
whips up another delectable masterpiece
man international studies
People can stop
"His turtles are awesome," said Andrew
that rivals C Street cuisine.
and history major. Since
in for a meal on Perez, sophomore drama major.
the 12th floor lounge is
Campion 12 and
Other fans are quick to agree.
the only open floor lounge in the building, look forward to a cooking club in the near
"Peter Ruger makes a mean chocolate
anyone who came up for TV, studying or just future with Bayuga at its head. Starting the cake," said Damian Peterson, sophomore
hanging out on the couches were exposed club will keep Bayuga busy doing what he drama major.
to tempting smells and taste tests. Talk of loves, and will keep students eating the food
Ruger sees baking not as a hobby, but as
his ability has traveled across the whole they crave.
an art form.
campus.
"It's really gratifying to serve people some"I enjoy the challenges baking has. Of
Most people around campus just refer to thing and see them sincerely enjoy it," said learning new skills, trying new recipes, and
him as "the guy who cooks," or "Cooking Bayuga. "It's this recognition of a piece of essentially making something out of nothGeorge," and cook he does. Not only has he art that is unique to each individual, someing," Ruger said. "Baking is an art, and learncatered to numerous Campion students, but thing that the individual can only experience ing it adds a spice to life that I adore."
he has also been commissioned to cook for that one way, at that one time, with that one
He also sees baking as a two-way trade.
club events around campus.
atmosphere."
"Through junior high and high school, I
The up-and-coming chef has catered
found that making people smile by bringing
Triangle Club, Dinner Club and other orgaRUGER
them a cake on their birthday or just simply
nizations. GSA even went so far as to name
having things for them to try when they
Do you know the muffin man? This might came over made me happy too," Ruger said.
Bayuga the first ever "Club Cook."
His hectic schedule is made up of honors not be Drury Lane, but Peter Ruger, sopho"I bake because it creates a certain kind of
classes and numerous club memberships, more fine arts major, might just fit the bill happiness that can only be found through a
but despite all that Bayuga never strays too here at SU. He bakes, but not in the sense baked good."

technique after numerous
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How to Boil Water:' So easy a kid can do it
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
I must admit I love to go out to eat. I love
to sit down in a booth watch my kids color
and have someone wait on me while another
is preparing an absolutely scrumptious meal
which I will probably devour in less time
than it took me to get the table and order.
We all know fast food will kill us and
sit down restaurants will break us. So after
some serious soul searching and about a
hundred bouts of kicking and screaming
later, I have decided that the only true
alternative is to prepare meals for myself
at home.
Yes, I am talking about cooking. The very
thing that is capable of driving fear into
many a college student's heart. Fear that can
only be associated with the idea that many
believe they don't have the skills necessary
to boil water.
I am not trying to imply that all college
students can't cook, I am just saying that
many of us lack the time, desire or space
to try.
"How To Boil Water" is a new cookbook
brought out by the Food Network geared
at instilling passion for cooking in those

of us who just can't seem to let go of our
take-out habits.
During the past week I enlisted the help
ofmy children in making four different recipes, two meat dishes and two desserts.
The first meal that my 12-year-old and I
made was PB&J wings, although I modified
it and used drumsticks because wings are
not very kid-friendly. This recipe caught
my eye because it wasn't the ordinary hot
wing recipe and it forced me to reevaluate
the proper use for peanut butter and jelly.
It also is a smart idea because most college
students would already have peanut butter
and jelly on hand and are probably tired of
spreading it on two pieces of bread.
The chicken is coated with a mixture of
ginger, garlic, apricot jam, soy sauce and
chili paste. You will bake the wings in the
oven for about 18 minutes and then broil
them for another five minutes making sure
to baste the chicken each time you turn it.
From prep time to ready to eat, it took
about 30-45 minutes and cost about $ 14 for
all of the ingredients.
The second dish that my daughter and I
made was the pan-seared T-bone steak with
red wine sauce. This, though being much
quicker and simpler to prepare, was not my

favorite of the two meals.
I also didn't like the fact that you had to
first sear the meat for six minutes on the
stove-top and then transfer it to the oven to
bake for another six to eight minutes.
To accompany the T-bone we made homemade mashed potatoes which I will argue
are better than any boxed variety.
This meal again took about 30 minutes to
complete and was a little more expensive
at $20.

On to dessert night.
The easiest and best dessert that I have
found in this book has to be one of the
oldest comfort foods and if movie theaters
sold this particular flavor their profits would
skyrocket.
Rocky road popcorn is so good and so
messy, but it has got to be the quickest,
easiest recipe in the book.
This culinary classic takes about 20 minutes and costs around $5.
The final dish we made was chocolate chip
banana bread, which can easily be a dessert
or breakfast. Although this recipe takes a
long time to make, (about 2 hours total), it
is well worth the effort.
This is also the one that my son had the
most fun with. Watching his ten little digits

poking out of the mashed banana, egg, yogurt, vanilla and butter like plump worms
made it possible for me to ignore the terrible
mess he was making while sloshing mix out
of the bowl.
I don't believe that this cookbook encompasses everything it could. I personally
would love to see a book that included shopping lists, calorie counts, how much money
you can expect to spend on each meal and
how to pare down the recipes for only one
or two people.
However, what it does include is solid and
will help the beginning cook look like a pro;
which we all know is important when you
want to impress someone special. The book
offers tips, history on a meal, ways to improve on a recipe when you're ready; including making substitutions in ingredients.
It also tells you what type of hardware is
necessary to have an effective kitchen, how
to shop for and store food once you get it
back home, as well as teaching about crosscontamination and food borne illness.
Overall this is the type of cookbook that
any one can benefit from owning. It teaches
and encourages healthy eating for life while
offering a smattering of comfort, microwaveable foods.
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Babel:'frequent flier miles at the Cineplex theORBIT
campus
Alex Riedlinger
riedlinger@seattleu. edu

"Babel": Frequent Flier Miles at
the Cineplex
Deeply personal storytelling intersects socio-political commentary
in Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu's enthralling film "Babel." Taking place in
three continents and on four different
languages, Babel weaves a narrative
where every event and person is interconnected. The diverse cast ranges
from A-list Hollywood talent to locally
discovered non-actors.
"Countries or cultures have this inability to communicate between each
other," said Inarritu in an interview
with The Spectator. "The problem
of communication is not the tools or
technology that has been developed;
it's that no one really listens to what is going
on. Nobody is interested."
In all three of Inarritu's films, interconnectivity is a common theme relevant to our
post-9/11 global perspective.
"The government has been so paranoid
about what happened to the American
people around the world, and how they feel
threatened by any Muslim community," said
Inarritu. "All these crazy overreactions by the
United States in its foreign policies, I think it
shows up subtly in this film; you can see what
kind of world we are living in, where being
the other has become a crime."
Inarritu attempts to establish understanding
through his film and the different cultures
represented.
"You see the news about all these people,
all these lies and all these people trying to
make American audiences afraid of theworld
using stereotypes and branding cultures,"
remarked Inarritu. "When people are exposed
to that world from their couch, the world

the border in Tijuana. The
results become disastrous
when Amelia's drunken
nephew Santiago (Gael
Bernal Garcia), impulsively breaks the law
after being harassed by
the border police.
In Japan, wealthy teenage deaf-mute Yasujiro
(Koji Yakusho) begins to
lash out against her father
and the world around her,
experimenting with drugs
and sex to compensate
for her lack of human
connection through communication. Meanwhile,
spread across the news
Courtesy of Enaic Martinez
are reports that a bus full
becomes a terrible thing, a terrible place to of tourists was attacked by terrorists, spawnbe living."
ing an investigation that leads to Yasujiro's
"Babel" attempts to show the intercondoorstep.
nectedness of humanity through combining
Back in Morocco, the corrupt local police
the stories of diverse, unrelated people from scour the countryside looking for a terrorist
different cultures.
conspiracy while Richard (Pitt), struggles to
The film begins in the deserts of Morocco keep his wife alive in a poor farming village
where two sons of a goat herder receive a with no doctors and no signs of help.
high-powered rifle to defend their flock from
The title and theme of "Babel" draws injackals. Youthful irresponsibility ensues spiration from the biblical tale of the Tower
when the boys test out the rifle's distance of Babel, the scattering of humanity into isoby aiming at a bus full of tourists. This bus lated cultures and tongues. It is a meditation
carries the film's two Hollywood stars, Brad on the tragedy and suffering inherent to the
Pitt and Cate Blanchett, who portray a couple human condition and how it is often caused
attempting to salvage their marriage after the by isolation and miscommunication.
death of a child. The stray bullet penetrates
A brilliant film of true diversity, "Babel"
the bus and hits Susan (Blanchett), hours reflects the personal and global issues that
from a hospital or airport.
influence humanity as a whole.
Across the ocean, the couple's children
"We share humanity, we share pain, we
are being cared for by their Mexican nanny share happiness, we share hope," said InarAmelia (Adriana Barraza) who, after failing ritu. "And that's what this film is about: it's
to find anyone to care for the children, decides about humanity, compassion and thinking
to bring them to her son's wedding south of holistically rather than vertically."

Mexican filmmakers cross over to mainstream
Megan Peter
pete 1193 @seattleu. edu
Three prominent filmmakers from Mexico were friends long before they ever
started making movies. They have struggled together, working their way up from
the bottom rungs of the proverbial ladder.
The friendship they enjoy transcends
their personal lives and overflows into the
professional realm, as they work with the
same actors, screenwriters and cinematographers.
What is unique about these films is that
all the directors are able to make films both
in English and Spanish, both of which are
just as successful as the other. Their undeniable talent and gifts for making films
keeps them from being pigeon-holed into
any specific category.
The triple powerhouse out of Mexico
includes these filmmakers:
Alejando Gonzales Inarritu, director for
the upcoming film, "Babel," got his big
break with "Amores Perros," starring Gabriel Garcia Bernal. This film introduces
America to Inarritu's signature style of
multiple storylines that we continue to
see with the other films he has made. This
includes the award-winning, "21 Grams,"
which starred Naomi Watts and Benicio
Del Toro, both of which were nominated
for Academy Awards for theirroles.
This was his first crossover to mainstream
film and it opened the door for more filmmaking opportunities. Along with casting
Bernal in multiple films, he has worked with
screenwriter, Guillermo Arriaga, whom has
written all three of Inarritu's full-length
feature films.
Another Mexican who is not only a talented crossover film director, but who has

also been able to make an impression in
English cinema is Alfonso Cuaron. Cuaron
started out slow in the film industry and it
was not until 1991 that he was able to direct
first feature film, "Solo con tu pareja."
Though a difficult process, the film was
a success and it caught the attention of
American director Sydney Pollack, who
convinced Cuaron to come to America and
direct. The first films that he directed in
America, "A Little Princess" and "Great
Expectations" were not box office success, although "Princess" did garner a Best
Cinematography nominationfor Emmanuel
Lubezki.
After being attached to several films, Cuaron, reunited withLubezki to film a project
written by Cuaron's brother. "Y tu mama
tambien," would be the film that introduced
America to Diego Luna and Bernal as
stand out actors and Cuaron as an amazing
director. The film won 33 film awards and
was nominated for Best Original Screenplay for the 2003 Academy Awards.
This success transpired to his next project
as Cuaron took over to film the third "Harry
Potter" movie, making him a household
name. The film, which took a much darker
turn than the first two, can be credited with
raising the standards of what is expected
from the rest of the films.
Cuaron's current film, "Children of Men,"
will open in December starting Clive Owen
and Julianne Moore and reunites Cuaron
with Lubezki. There are also pre-production rumors that Cuaron's next project
"Mexico '68" will bring him and Lubezki
back together with Bernal and Luna, who,
while despite being best friends, have not
been able to star in a movie together since
"Y tu mama tambien."
The third part to this trio of directors is

Guillermo del Toro, though themovies that
he directs are much different than those of
his colleagues. Many of the movies Cuaron
and Inarritu directed lean more towards the
dark-drama end of the spectrum, while del
Toro has leaned more towards science-fiction action films.
While he, like others in his field, directed
Mexican television show, he also started his
own movie make-up company, which he
worked with as supervisor for 10 years. After which he made, "Cronos" in 1993
that won 21 awards both nationally and
internationally. After the success of the film
he came to Hollywood to make "Mimic,"
a sci-fi film staring Mira Sorvino. Though
filming the movie became a frustrating
ordeal for del Toro, as conflicts between
himself and the producers arose, and he
went back to Mexico, where he formed his
own production company.
Del Toro's next project, "El Espinazo del
Diablo" which was produced by Spanish
filmmaker Pedro Almodovar along with
some financial help from Cuaron was another success. The positive response from
audience and critics of "El Espinazo del
Diablo" lead del Toro to return to Hollywood to direct "Blade II." He continued on
with comic book themed movies, to direct
"Hellboy," staring Ron Perlman, who has
stared in other del Toro films. The film,
which had solid opening weekend numbers,
did not have much staying power and unfortunately was overlooked by many. The
most recent buzz surrounding del Toro is
that for his next project, instead of filming
the movie adaptation of the video game
"Halo" he chose to work on the sequel to
"Hellboy."
Additional information provided by www.
imdb.com

On and off
events
that'll make your week spin.

Weds. Nov. 1
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts,
the Eagles ofDeath Metal
$25 adv., 8 p.m. drs.

The Showbox
Thurs., Nov. 2
Amiina, Trespassers William,
Sleepy Eyes ofDeath
Free! 8 p.m. drs., 21
Amiina is from Iceland, and this
night you can win a free round
trip including hotel to see them
+

in Iceland!
Sugarcult, Pink Spiders, All Time
Low
$13 adv., $15 drs., 7 p.m.

El Corazon
Fri., Nov. 3
Blane, Breaking the Sky

$7, drs. 4:30 p.m.
El Corazon
Sat., Nov. 4
Brand New Heavies, Brazillian
Girls
$23.50 $28.50, 8 p.m.
The Moore Theater
-

Goo Goo Dolls
$32.50, 8 p.m.
The Paramount

Alienaided
$20, 9 p.m. drs.
Chop Suey
Sun., Nov. 5
The Pet Shop Boys
$35, 8 p.m.

The Paramount
Like the Pet Shop Boys? Check
out the Pet Shop Boys tribute
band, playing at Sugar
Reel Big Fish
Streetlight Manifesto

$17.50 adv., $20 drs., 6:30 p.m.

El Corazon
Band of Horses, Chad Vangaalan
$15 adv., 7 p.m. drs.
The ShowboxSaturday's 21+ show sold out
Tues., Nov. 7
Say Anything, Forgive Durden
$12.50 adv., $15 drs., 6 p.m.

El Corazon
Ongoing:
Native Son
Intiman Theater
Seattle Center
$10-$46
Tuesdays-Sundays through Nov.

18
The Underpants, by Steve Martin

ACT Theater
$10 student discount
Now through Nov. 12
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TT/e have all heardthe campaign slogans and requests to stay informed on the politiVV cat and societal issues surrounding the upcoming election, and it all can seem very

confusing at times. Here is a rundown of the US Senatorial candidates, relevant initiatives
and the constant request for your vote. The College Republicans and Young Democrats are
two groups on campus that can assist your decision. Whether you are blue, red or green,
you should know what is on the ballot
it may affect you sooner than you think.
-

College Republicans
Chris Kissel
kisselc(d)seattleu.

edu

The political climate at Seattle University
is undergoing a noticeable change, and it is
due in part to the increased activity of one of
campus' oldest organizations.
The Seattle University College Republicans
have always been active in terms of presidential elections, and are becoming increasingly
more visible on campus. The club has rounded
up about 200 members for this quarter alone.
In order to gain more members, the club
has made its goal to lose some of the misconceptions campus conservatism seems to
attract.

"Discrimination [towards conservatives]
happens on every campus, but this one is especially bad," says Phillip Roman, sophomore
economics major and president of the College
Republicans.
Dr. Andrew Tadie, associate professor of
English at SU and faculty advisor to the College Republicans, also noticed a liberal leaning
in the student body. He says, however, that
the atmosphere has been undergoing a slow
change.
"Today, there are many more convinced
conservatives on campus," said Tadie. "I can
see it in my classes."
This change is a step in the right direction

for the College Republicans, but does not
necessarily signal an end to the intolerance
that members have experienced.
"I have been confronted on campus, and
several otherstudents have been also," Roman
said, referring to the way in which conservatives are sometimes accosted by classmates
for their beliefs. "Several students come to
our meetings and thank us for giving them a
safe place to turn."
The change on campus that the SUCR is at
least partly responsible for is credited by its
members to its increase in activity. According to Roman, the club clocks in roughly 30
volunteer hours a week while maintaining an
"on-campus phone bank," which has been
deemed an important advance for a collegelevel organization.
Political activity has also been of increasing importance to the club. Major Andrew
Franz, assistant professor of military science,
says that the College Republicans have been
instrumental to his own campaign for the
Washington State House of Representatives.
"The College Republicans have been very
helpful, especially in getting out there to
precincts I can't particularly get to myself,"
said Franz.
Considering their recent activity and upcoming plans, their influence on the campus
and the community is only just beginning.

Young Democrats
Nick Valera

valeran@seattleu. edu
As a chartered member of the Young
Democrats of Washington State, the Young
Democrats at Seattle University work to bring
students political awareness and education.
The club's mission statement declares its
purpose as promoting political awareness and
activism, and to foster values of equality and
social justice.
Young Democrats president Madeline
Vitek, a junior political science major, said
that the Young Democrats aim is "to promote
political awareness and education...those are
the most important."
The club's members are heavily involved in
many different political projects and organizations outside Seattle University, especially the
Maria Cantwell campaign. During election
time, the club can expect to be proportionality
more active than other years and have been
recently occupied with hosting the Democratic

Be informed! Take a look at what
lnitiative-937
Certain electric utilities, with 25,000 or more

customers, would be required tomeet new targets for

energy conservation. Fifteen percent of energy generation would have to come from renewable energy
resources. This may be achieved through designated
investment levels, including energy resource credits.
Utilities that do not meet these targets would be required to pay penalties to the state. These funds will
be used to purchase renewable energy credits or for

I

lnitiative-933
This initiative would require government agencies to
consider the effects of and alternatives to existing regulations of private property. It would require compensation
when government regulations damage private property.
It would also forbid regulations that do not allow for existing legal uses of private property. If they do not allow
these uses, private property owners would be exempt
from the regulation or receive payments.
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certain energy conservation purposes.
Coordinated campaign, registering voters on
campus, and hosting the visit to campus by A 1
Gore, Maria Cantwell and Norm Dicks.
The club does not hold regular meetings,
but has seen strong turnouts at previous
hosted events.
The Young Democrats on campus will be
expecting new leadership in the coming fall
elections, hence the reason for the lacking
agenda for the 2006-2007 year.
"I would like to pass the club into someone's hands who wants to do some fantastic
things," said Vitek.
Currently, the club provides information
and opportunities via its email list of3oo-350
members funneled from the Young Democrats of Washington State. This information
includes relevant volunteer opportunities,
internships and events. Vitek encourages
anyone with an interest in the group to become involved, citing the vast opportunities
to become involved on the Seattle University
campus as a very positive thing.

Support

Support
Supporters argue property owners, particularly in rural
areas, are hurt by some regulations that are designed for
public benefit. They ask thatbefore state or local governments enact any new regulations that could damage the
use or value of private property, they consider voluntary,
cooperative and non-regulatory alternatives that could
meet the goal of the regulation. Also, 1-933 would prohibit regulations which do not allow property owners to
protect their land from fire, flooding, erosion and other
natural disasters. It would prohibit regulations which
require that private property be left in its natural state.

Opposition

Opposition

Opponents argue that, with the passing of this
initiative, Washington's electricrates and utility taxes
could increase $370 million a year. They have also
suggested that the steep pay penalties 1-937 would
demand of utilities will actually be paid for by customers. Another complaint of some voters is that this
initiative would not consider Washington's low-cost
hydropower to be a renewable energy source, while
other states do. They predict that Utilities will be
forced to sell Washington's low-cost hydropower to
California to pay for 1-937.

you're screwed."
However, even those who are politically
active can find themselves disillusioned at
election time.
"I think that our generation is more politically
active than those in the past," said Christine
Whaley, sophomore nursing student. "Because
we are the ones who have experienced educational funding cuts and we have seen our peer
groups go off to war."
Whaley goes on to say that even though
people are more politically active, the lack of
motivation to vote more than likely stems from
a feeling that many politicians don't address

young people or their issues.
Although many students at Seattle University
haveregistered to vote, they feel that it is a waste
of time and that their vote won't count.
"I don't have the time between homework
and track practice. I just don't think about it,"
said Matt Crumedy, sophomore psychology
major.
Also there is a segment of thestudent population on campus that is not residents of Washington state and do not vote because they don't
know whothe candidates are and thus they feel
alienated from the pressing issues facing their
home states.

"I am registered to vote but am a resident
of Oregon. I am not voting this year because
I don't know who the candidates are or what
issues are being discussed," said Alecia Baley,
junior liberal arts major. "It bothers me when
people don't pay attention to the issues and
only vote for who their friends or family are
voting for."
Many are also not allowed to vote in the
Washington state elections because they are
not residents here even though they may spend
a large portion of their year living under the
decisions and policies that the Senators have
enacted for the state.
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Opponents argue that the initiative would use tax
dollars to pay people to follow existing laws, unless
local communities waive those protections. Furthermore, it doesn't state where compensation will come
from, who will be exempt from certain regulations or
who decides these issues. Opponents also argue that it
could eliminate a wide range of policies which protect
farmland and agricultural communities. Opponents
also argue that appraising property will be more difficult and uncertain once zoning laws can be waived or
selectively applied.

Candidates attempt to recruit young voters
(continued from page one)
Perhaps it is because of the caliber of politician we have been inundated with. Politicians
are seen as sleazy and untrustworthy, Congress and the Senate are seen as a mysterious
pantomime and political coverage is seen as
incomprehensible and dull. And who can trust
elections when many are fixed, declared null
and void or even take months to declare a winner because one side brings up doubts about the
counting procedure.
"Choices of candidates are non-existent,"
said Lauren Ruth, junior communication studies and Spanish major. "Either way you vote

£

Supporters are concerned about global wanning
and believe that it is a serious enough threat to merit
action from the state. This initiative would guarantee that by 2020, 15 percent of the electricity from
Washington's largest utilities comes from sources that
do not pollute the air. These sources include wind
and solar and wouldpreserve Washington's clean air.
Supporters also argue that by 2020 home and business
owners would receive the assistance needed to save
energy and reduce monthly bills.
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During elections, educate yourself on the different candidates running for Washington State
Senator. If you know where they come from, it's easier to predict where they are headed.

MIKE MCGAVICK
Mike

lnitiative-920
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Initiative 920 aims to repeal Washington's
graduated tax on the transfer ofWashington estates
which have a taxable value of more than 2 million
dollars. These tax dollars have been used to fund

class sizes and supports other public school improvement efforts. The fund is also used to increase
access to higher education with new enrollments
and financial aid.
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Supporters believe that after people pay sales and
income taxes during their lifetime they should not be
taxed on property after death. They also argue that the
current policy forces some survivors to pay almost 70
percent of the value of the estate in taxes. Supporters believe that this tax hurts small family-owned
businesses. They also claim that the improvement
of schools should be funded by a more stable source
namely the state's general fund.
-
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Opponents argue that because this tax only affects
estates valued at more than two million dollars, 99.5
percent of the heirs in Washington will not be affected by it. Family farms are also exempt from this
their protection. Opponents point out that
last year only 250 wealthy estates were affected by
the tax. Those who are against 1-920 argue that the
Education Legacy Trust could lose $100 million a
year without the estate tax.
tax for
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Compiled by Rose Egge

Whaley, who is from Montana, states that the
people there are ready for a change.
"Conrad Burns has been in office for so long
that he has built up a lot of prestige in the Senidenat te," said Whaley. "The people of Montana want
a change but with only two electoral votes they
feel
what as though they can't make a difference."
Burns is a politician who has been caught
numerous times taking bribes from lobbyists
to advance theiragendas in the state. However,
Whaley is optimistic after she received a call
from a friend from Montana reminding her to
mail in her absentee ballot.
"It's nice to see that other young people are
reminding each other to vote," said Whaley.
In a lecture given at the University of Tennessee in Chattanooga, Dr. Thomas Saving, a
widely published scholar and expert on Social
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MARIA CANTWELL

AARON DIXON
Mc-

Aaron Dixon

Gavick is an unusual businessman-politician.
He managed the
multi-billion dollar turnaround of
Safeco Corporation. He showed
a sense of social
purpose in his
Courtesy of Wikipedia
stress on racial
inclusion at Safeco. He knows politics,
having worked for Sen. Slade Gorton.
McGavick was also praised by The Seattle
Times for running a clean campaign.
In early January 2006, McGavick stepped
down as Chief Executive Officer of Safeco
campaign full-time, saying he would bring
a "Northwestern voice of civility" to what
he described as a culture of infighting in the
nation's capital.
In today's political world, McGavick
wrote on his blog, candidates make character
attacks and "pretend that they are without
fault, yet we all know that none of us are. In
this campaign, for example, my opponents
have attacked my leadership in turning
around Safeco. I am even the subject of a
politically motivated lawsuit." It accuses
him and Safeco of wrongfully negotiating a
$28 million salary, stock option and benefit
package when he left.
For this reason McGavick did something

is the Green Party's candidate
for the United
States Senate,
and according
to his campaign
manager Jesse
Hagopian, he
doesn't like being ignored.
Courtesy of aarondixon.org
In the early
1960'5, when he felt the government was ignoring the civil rights ofAfrican-Americans,
Dixon helped organize the first black Student
Union at the University of Washington.
When Dixon felt that the government
failed to meet its promises to Black Americans in the late 1960'5, he organized the
Black Panther Party in Seattle.
He also organized the Free Breakfast Programs in low-income neighborhoods and the
first free medical clinic in Seattle.
Dixon was also the only candidate for Senate who managed to get arrested at a political
function. While McGavick, Cantwell and
Libertarian Bruce Guthriewere at KING-TV
taping a debate, Dixon entered the lobby to
try and join in.
He had not been invited to be a part of
the debate because he couldn't show the
minimum public support or fundraising
required by KING-TV. The criteria were
based on guidelines established by the Debate Advisory Standards Project, a nationally
that is virtually unheard of in politics; he
recognized group.
aired his own dirty laundry.
Dixonrefused to be shut out of the debate
In "An open letter from Mike" on his
divorce,
discussed
his
the
and
just before the mid-afternoon taping, he
he
campaign blog,
ordered
while
Safeco
2001
entered
the KING-5 news center's lobby and
in
he
at
layoffs
and 2002, and an inaccurate campaign attack announced "1 am running for Senate, and I
ad he allowed when he managed Gorton's am ready to take the stage." When he refused
to leave the police were called.
Senate election campaign in 1988.
According to AaronDixon.org the police
He also spoke up about a 1993 DUI charge
which occurred in Maryland, in which he handcuffed Dixon, escorted him out of the
registered 0.17 in a blood-alcohol test.
building and into a waiting squad car. He was
When McGavick took over the position of greeted by dozens of supporters outside the
president and chiefexecutive at Safeco 2001 building chanting, "U.S. out of Iraq, Dixon
it was a difficult time for the company. In in the debate," and "Free Aaron Dixon."
Shortly after Dixon's arrest, Hagopian told
1997 Safeco made a major acquisition when
it bought the large property-casualty insurer the Seattle Times "You really can't claim to
American States, which nearly bankrupted be a democracy when you silence the only
black voice in the debate; you silencethe only
the company.
After a series ofinitiatives McGavick was progressive anti-war voice in the debate."
Dixon's idea of "resting" between the end
able to cut short-term debt by 50 percent, he
began a series of layoffs and consolidations of the Black Panther Party and his current
in order to reduce corporate expenses. He U.S. Senate bid meant founding the Central
downsized Safeco's workforce by about House, a transitional living shelter for atrisk youth, and serving on the board of the
1,200 jobs.
Cannon House, an assisted living home for
According to Mike McGavick's business biography, in 2002 Safeco generated a elders, while organizing student delegations
net income of more than $300 million, the to the World Social Forum.
company's best results in four years.

Security and Medicare, urged young people to
demand honest answers from their elected officials; especially when it comes to issues that
they don't see as ones that affect them such as
Social Security and Medicare.
"If you don't vote, and the old people do,
you're not going to have a chance," said Saving. "The baby boomers will start to retire in
2011, and they're going to be consuming a lot of
Medicare that you're going to be paying for."
No matter what the outcome ofmobilization
efforts, such as Rock the Vote and the New
Voters Project, statistics suggest that sooner or
later, most people will end up voting.
Brent Ludeman, state chairman of the Washington College Repulicans Federation weighed
in on the issue.
"People vote because they care about the out-

come ofcertain decisions," he said. "Younger
people have fewer decisions to worry about so
they are less inclined to vote than those with
more on the line."
No matter how far behind young voters lag
behind other demographics nationally, they're
still a demographic coveted by thoserunning for
office as long as targeting them doesn't put off
more politically active age groups.
According to the Seattle Post Intelligencer,
Republican candidate Mike McGavick implemented a new strategy to reach out to the 18-24
-

demographic.
He will be relying on peer-to-peer outreach
by young supporters to help cultivate endorsement and to give him an edge over Sen. Maria
Cantwell.
"From the start, we thought that college

As recently as
Sept. 21 Cantwell
outlined the importance of some
ofher most pressing proposals,
which she is in
the process of
pushing through
the state Legislature.
Courtesy of Wikipedia
Helping families save for college, promoting energy
independence and getting health care costs
under control are of utmost urgency to the
incumbent Democratic senator following a
new report showing that Americans are facing sharp increases in tuition, health insurance and out-of-control fuel costs.
Education is an important issue for
Cantwell, as she was the first person in her
family to graduate from college. She knows
what it is like to be a struggling student and
she recalls during her election campaign
speeches the times when she wasn't sure
if her Pell Grant would be enough to keep
her in school.
She continues to work hard to ensure that
future generations of college students will
have the support and resources needed to
reach their dream. This entails her working
to reverse planned cuts to student financial
aid, increase the Pell Grant and make the
$4,000 college tuition tax credit permanent.

Cantwell has introduced $3,000 tax benefits for families saving money for their
children's education through Coverdell
Education Savings Accounts. She is also
the sponsor of legislation to increase the
maximum annual contribution to Coverdell
Education Savings Accounts to $5,000, up
from its current level of $2,000.
She has also fought continuously to get
to the bottom of rising fuel costs that have
hit families and businesses hard. Last year,
Cantwell introduced legislation now cosponsored by nearly a third of the Senate
that would make gas price-gouging a federal
crime.
Along with the push to punish the oil
companies' gas-gouging practices, Cantwell
has implemented programs which will help
to increase thenation's energy independence
and promote greater use of domestically
produced bio-fuels.
She has also worked to develop a bio-fuels
industry in Washington state, increase the
availability offlex-fuel vehicles and bio-fuel
pumps, and improve national fuel economy
standards.

Compiled by Casey Penaluna

students would be an important part of our
success," said Julie Sund, McGavick's communications director, to the P.I. "We have a
good groupof college students who are already
getting organized."
McGavick isalso using blogs and podcasts in
his bid for the Senate, a tactic which is thought
to raise a candidate s appeal factor amongyoung
voters as well as others who are technologically
savvy.
With candidates more willing to reach out to
the younger voting demographic it is time for
18 toi 24-year-olds to make those in leadership
aware of what is important to their generation
and what they need to be successful citizens of
the state and of the country.
Above left photo by Jackie Canchola, middle photo by Megan Peter,
left photo courtesy of SU's College Republican website-
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SU defeats Seattle Pacific
3-1 in overtime

Upcoming

Redhawk Sporting Events:

Wed. Nov. 1, 7 p.m. Women's basketball vs. the
Austrailian Institute of Sport at Connolly Center

Thurs. Nov. 2, 7 p.m. Volleyball vs. Central
Washington University at Connolly Center
Wed. Nov. 2, 7 p.m. Men's soccer vs. California
State Dominguez Hills at Carson, Calif.
Sat. Nov. 4, 4:30 p.m. Women's soccer vs. Seattle
Pacific University at La Jolla, Calif.
Sat. Nov. 4, 7 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Northwest
University at Connolly Center

-

(continuedfrom page 1)
"We were playing for our pride, our seniors and a conference championship," said Ashley Porter, junior midfielder.
"I think what finally put that ball in the back of the net was
an overall heart and desire to win the game."
Seattle honored two seniors on the day: Ana Gutierrez,
defender and Cassy
Smith, forward.

Alex

for much of the game, using just one sub late in the first half
to give Maryann Boddy, junior midfielder, a rest.
Porter and Jasmine Wilson, junior midfielder, were solid in
the middle for Woodward, sending crisp passes through the
Falcon defense to Smith, Wymer, Boddy and Keilty-Lucas
during much of SU's offensive attack.
Madison Collins, sophomore defender and Mickey
Pelland, junior defender, denied Seattle Pacific any
access to the Seattle goal throughout the match, turnL
ing one ball away in the second half that got past
Jackson to keep the score at 0-0.

Riedlinger / The Spectator

the physical match-up with SPU.
In the contest, full of emotion, neither team posed
much of a threat to the other in the opening half.
The two teams traded fruitless runs toward each other's
goals and in the 21 st minute, Smith took a ball up field and
hit it just wide of the net for Seattle's only serious attempt
in the opening 45 minutes.
In the second half, SPU controlled much of the play, taking shots at the Seattle goal in the 46th, 63rd, 78th and 80th
minutes, respectively. Kaitlyn Jackson, junior goalkeeper,
was clean all day long for theRedhawks, picking up her 12th
shutout of the season.
In the sudden-death overtime, Keilty-Lucas sent a ball up
field over the head of a Seattle Pacific defender to Wymer,
who had escaped her marker and collected the ball inside
the Falcon box.
Taking two dribbles, Wymer held the ball long enough to

f

Jackie Canchola

/

The Spectator

draw Ruggles out of the goal. With an open net in front of
her, Wymer sent the ball into the far corner for her ninth goal
of the season.
Julie Woodward, head coach, trusted her starting line-up

Atex

Riedlinger / The Spectator

Porter credited the turnaroundfrom Thursday's loss to the
team's passion for the game.
"No team is perfect 100 percent of the time," she said. "We
had so much heart and so much to play for on Saturday."
The Redhawks have much to play for from here on out,
as it was announced Monday that they will take on Seattle
Pacific in the opening round of the playoffs.
If Saturday's victory was any indication of SU's postseason success, they're ready to play ball with the best in the
nation.
"This victory is just the beginning for us," said Woodward.
It's a small step toward the bigger goals we have set for ourselves and this was a key part of our confidence going into
the NCAA tournament."
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Men's basketball ready to represent Swimmers
The men's basketball team worked extremely hard in the offseason lifting weights,
speed training and doing court exercises,
all in an effort to redeem last year's playoff
miss.
In light of the recent looks towards Division I, men's basketball is one of the few
teams at SU that has already seen the full
competition of that level.
The question is, can Seattle University
compete?
Bill Hogan, athletic director, seems to have
no doubt in his mind, referring back to last
season's successes.
"We had two really good wins that were
Division 1 last year," said Hogan.
Those wins that Hogan referenced were
against the University of Portland and University of the Pacific.
"To beat Pacific, at Pacific was phenomenal," said Hogan. "I don't think people up
here realize how difficult that is."
Hogan went on, fiirther explaining the
weight of Seattle's win over Pacific.
"That's a snake pit of a gym, it's extremely
well coached and they've been top twenty for
three of the last four years," said Hogan. "So,
those are both really good wins, I think, and
it goes well for the future."
What is to come for Seattle men's basketball is one thing on the minds of every fan,
player and coach, especially in terms ofleading SU down a path to Division I.
"We had the best winning percentage since
[the] 1984-85 season last year," said Joe Callero, head coach. "This team can take our
success even higher."
Last year, Seattle had its first winning
season inmen's basketball history since dropping down from Division I in 1980.Although
the team did not earn a postseason berth, it
proved that it was worthy of contending in
the playoffs.
With only seven returning players —six
eligible to play— the team is seemingly
young and looks to the upper-classmen for
guidance.
"It's important for us to step up and lead
the young guys because the season is long and
the ball is a lot different [than] what they are
used to," said Ryan Webb, point guard.
Senior returners, all of which were starters
last season, include Sam Kirby, point guard,
David White, center and Webb.
Making up the junior class is Travis Welt,
center, Ryan Coldren, forward, and injured
point guard, Shaun Burl.
"I think they had a key injury with Shaun
[Burl]," said Hogan. "I think losing a [point
guard]...it's probably one ofthose losses you

nament in which he averaged

12.3 points per game.
Fresh out of Mercer Island High School, Blakney
enjoyed a successful prep
career as team captain during his senior season. The
team went 15-8 and made the
district playoffs.
Lastly, Vincent was a
three-year starter for Billings
Central Catholic in Montana.
During his junior year he was
named All-Conference and
All-State. Vincent recorded
Brenda Stice The Spectator two seasons shooting more
The Seattle University men s basketball team spent
than 42 percent from the
the offseason preparing to reinstate the prestige of the
three-point line, including
his senior year in which he
program.
also averaged 18.2 points
wish you didn't have."
per game.
Fortunately, the Redhawks have solid
One thing is almost for certain, these freshback-up from their lone sophomore and the men know how to win.
freshmen class.
"They [the freshmen] will all have ups and
Leigh Swanson, forward, is the only downs over 5 months, [but] I expect each one
returning sophomore this year. Swanson of them to step up at different points of the
started several games last year and topped the year," said Callero. "They all have the skills
Redhawk charts as a freshman. His experito help us this season."
ence has been beneficial in leading the -new
The talented freshmen paired with the
freshmen.
patience of the returning players, has Callero
"They [the returners] have done a great job feeling that the team will stay in the top 10
mentoring the six new guys," said Callero. of the West Coast.
"Their actions have set the tone for a great
"We have the drive and the heart that it
season."
takes to be successful and hopefully that will
Comprising the freshmen class are a show when we play," said Webb.
The new found balance between inside
couple All-Americans, league MVP's and a
of
talent
and
outside offensive standouts as well as
plethora
young collegiate
surging
out of Ricky Berry, Chris Gweth, J.J. Muldefensive standouts is sure to make an impact
ligan, Mike Boxley, Noah Blakney and John on the team's success.
Vincent.
"We have some good speed on the perimBerry comes to play the guai;d position for eter and really good size and power forward
/

Seattle from Paradise Valley High School in

positions at the post," said Hogan. "If we

Pheonix, Ariz. He boasts a three-year, starting
varsity career which landed him a two-time
All-Region as well as a 2006 McDonald's
Ail-American nomination.
Traveling from Oregon, Gweth joined
Seattle as a guard after averaging 14.5points
and five rebounds per game for the Hillsboro
Spartans, a team that was League Champions
in 2005-06. He was named second team allMetro for his service as captain of the team.
Mulligan, a forward from Reno High
School, has both a zone and state championship under his belt in which he averaged 15
points and seven rebounds per game
not
to mention being named Co-MVP of the
Sierra League.
Another McDonald'sAil-American nominee is Boxley of Mountlake Terrace High
School, the same school that both Webb and
Swanson attended. Boxley's team took 20th
place in the 4A Boys State Basketball Tour-

make some three's, looks like we could be
really good."
The team went 16-11 last,year, 11-3 at
home, falling just one game short of the

—

postseason.
"I expect [our] team to finish in the top
halfof the league," said Callero. "[l]expect to
compete for a NCAA playoff position."
The veteran players got a taste of what Seattle University men's basketball is capable of
and they are ready to represent the team along
with its history and through its future.
"What the past has done for us now has
only driven us to want to get back [to] the
same level," said Webb. "It makes me personally want to live up to the legacy that once
was Seattle U basketball."
The men's basketball team has been working hard in the offseason, not just to win,
but to represent the prestige that is Seattle
University men's basketball.

earn "B" cuts
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu.edu

The Seattle University swim teams
dominated their competition, the University of California Santa Cruz, last
weekend.
The .men's team defeated Santa Cruz
170-91 and the women's team won 179-82
to kick of the weekend on Friday.
Despite lacking divers to compete in
the diving competitions, the Redhawks
continued to be victorious on Saturday.
"Obviously we are at a disadvantage
when the other team had divers to add to
the score," said Lindsey Gall, senior. "But
that won't stop us from swimming fast,
making national cuts and getting personal
best times."
On Saturday, the men's team was successful with a 124-115 win, and the women's team as well with a 110-81 win.
For the women, Christina Hunsberger,
sophomore, and Alex Weiss, freshman,
posted NCAA "B" qualification times in
the women's 1650-meter freestyle and
the 200-meter butterfly, making them
provisional qualifiers for the 2007 NCAA
Division II Championships.
"I am extremely excited about posting a
*B' time," said Hunsberger. "It is due to all
the encouragement I have received from
all my teammates at every practice, meet,
and outside the pool."
Although Hunsberger has now posted a
"B" time early in the season, she does not
plan on letting up in the least bit.
"1 have many other events I would like
to get an 'A' cut in," said Hunsberger. "I
feci with the guidance and coaching from
all my coaches I will be able to achieve

j

Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. edu

this."
Also competing at top level for both
teams was GalL, who swam the women's

50 freestyle in a time of 24.9 seconds, and
ChrisColey who held a solid performance
after returning to pool after recovering
from the flu.
Both teams swam a successful competitionand earned another Redhawk win with
their support of one another.
"The women's and men's team cheer for
each other, critique technique, and simply
have a great time together," said Gall. "The
energy of the two teams is unstoppable."
The Redhawks arc scheduled to return
to Connolly Center Friday Nov. 3 at 6
p.m. as they face Ibe University ofAlaskaFairbanks.

Volleyball sweeps Saint Martin's, Northwest Nazerene
Chris Kissel

kissel@seattleu. edu
The Seattle University Redhawk volleyball team came out of this week victorious,
sweeping both Saint Martin's University
on Thursday and Northwest Nazarene on
Saturday.
Seattle's Nikole Thompson, junior outside hitter, earned a team record 18 kills
at Saint Martin's Pavilion on Thursday,
leading the team to a quick victory in three
games.
Seattle took an early lead in game one
but fell to 23-22 against St. Martin's late
in the game. Thompson, Josie Christiansen, junior middle blocker, and the Seattle
defense helped to push the team back up
to a five point lead in the end, winning the
frame on an 8-2 run.
Game two began as a more competitive

match, seeing St. Martin's struggling to
keep Seattle's lead to a minimum. Thompson and Libby Graff, sophomore outside
hitter, earned a kill each with the game tied
at ten, igniting a 15-6 run and allowing Lauren Campbell, freshman middle blocker, to
close the game at 30-26.
Plays seemed to go in the Redhawk's
favor during game three as they rushed
out of the gate and up to a seven point lead
early. A service ace by Tori Ross, sophomore setter, as well as a couple of kills
each for Thompson and Christiansen gave
the team an impetus for seven consecutive
points, rocketing the Redhawks up to a
16-3 lead.
Saint Martin's broke the streak balancing
the score, but did not catch up. Seattle's
Christiansen ended the third game with a
kill, completing the victory.
Saturday night, revenge was sweet for

the Redhawks as they stepped over the
Northwest Nazarene Crusaders. Jenny
Burrows, sophomore middle blocker, led
the team with 12 kills, handing Northwest
Nazerene a loss that meant even more in
light of the Crusaders' 3-1 victory at the
start of the season.
"We all played together as a team more
than we have since the beginning of the
season," said Burrows. "And our defense
was amazing."
Seattle put up a seven point lead at the
start of the first game and maintained a
steady lead until Northwest Nazerene tied
the score at 22. The Redhawks were then
able to nudge ahead by two points, finally
closing the game with a four point lead
thanks to two kills by Christiansen.
The second game was closer as Seattle
barely kept a lid on the empowered Northwest Nazerene offense. The Crusaders did

a better job of keeping Seattle on their
toes, but couldn't keep the game tied, los-

ing 30-27.
The third and final game was characterized by the combination of Burrows and
Graff, who helped Seattle burst past a 10-10
tie, putting the Redhawks ahead by nine
points near the end of the game. Northwest
Nazerene answered back, coming within
two points, but couldn't break through the
Redhawk defense in the end.
"Everything went right in this match,"
said Shannon Ellis, head coach. "We
passed very well and I have never seen our
defense so dynamic. Jenny Burrows was
unstoppable."
Seattle is scheduled to face Central
Washington University tomorrow at 7 p.m.
for their last home match of the year before
traveling to Western Oregon University on
Friday to wrap up the season.
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Men's soccer makes Far West Regionals
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu. eciu
The men's soccer team thought their season
was over, even after defeating cross-town
rival, Seattle Pacific University, in a vengeful
game last Saturday.
But they were wrong.
They knew that there was a slight chance
that they would make it into the Far West
Regional Tournament, but that slight chance
seemed almost impossible—until Monday.
Just before 3 p.m., the NCAA national office announced its picks for the tournament
and included Seattle University among the
list of teams advancing to the postseason.
Recovering from a mid-season stumble,
the Redhawks refused to show signs of defeat
and continued on by winning the final two
games of theirregular season against Western
Washington University and No. 8 ranked
Seattle Pacific. Although it did not seem so
at the time, both wins proved beneficial for
reasons other than next season.
Wednesday's game against Western ended
up being the first of two 3-1 victories that
Seattle would experience last week.
Things started out a little rough for Seattle, as Western scored the first goal of the
game in the just three minutes into the game,
making the score 1-0.
Seattle answered back in the 32nd minute

out. Shortly after, Cascio

scored his second goal of the
match in the 77th minute after
beating the Viking goalie and
scoring from 12 yards out.
Guarding the goal for Seattle
during the first half was Chris
Sorensen, senior, who earned
two saves during the first half
of play. Jordan Jennings, sophomore goalie, would later take
over the duty and add five
saves, giving him his first win
Meaghan Driscoll The Spectator
this
season.
During the SPU-SU match up Jordan Jennings,
match, the fiSaturday's
sophomore goalie, continues to shut down the Falcon
nal
season
regular
game, also
offense with a save. In his second consecutive victory,
marked
the
last
home
and reguJennings hadfor saves as Seattle went on to win 3-1 at
lar
season
matches
for
seniors
Championship Field.
Esterhuizen, Thomas, Sorensen,
Adam Jensen, mid-fielder,
when Jason Cascio, junior forward, received McLean Reiter, mid-fielder and graduate
a cross-pass in the box from Dustin Allbery, student Elliot Fauske, mid-fielder.
The seven players using up their fijunior mid-fielder. Cascio connected for his
14th goal of the season, tying the game at nal year of eligibility helped the team to
a ruthless victory over Seattle Pacific.
1-1.
During the second half, Seattle University The first goal of the game was made by
continued to control the game with offensive Thomas, who scored on a penalty kick in the
first three minutes of play for his fifth penalty
prowess.
mid-fielder
and
Luis
kick
goal of the season.
Pat Thomas, senior
Gamez sophomore mid-fielder, set up
The early Redhawks goal put Seattle PaAndrew Kreiter, sophomore forward, who cific in a position of playing catch-up and in
gave Seattle the 2-1 lead from five yards the second half and Seattle U furthered the
/

,

disadvantage by converting on yet another
penalty kick, this time a handball in the box.
John Fishbaugher junior mid-fielder, took the
kick and earned his third goal of the season
at the 46:19 mark, extending the Redhawks
lead to 2-0.
Seattle scored one more goal in the game
in the 60th minute by means of an assist by
Luis Gamez, sophomore mid-fielder, who
passed to Cascio for his league-leading 16th
goal of the season.
Though Seattle Pacific would erase the
shutout with a goal in the 76th minute, it
would prove to be insignificant as Seattle U
clinched the win and a tie with Seattle Pacific
for the GNAC season title.
The third annual Caffe D'Arte "Coffee
Cup," an award for the victor in the second
regular season match-up between Seattle U
and Seattle Pacific, was taken by Seattle U.
Esterhuizen was named Caffe D'Arte MVP
of the match.
Cascio was named GNAC Player of the
Week for the third time this season, soon
followed by his award for GNAC Player of
the Year.
Seattle University, fourth-seed, finished
the regular season (11-7, 3-1 GNAC) and
the team is scheduled to take on top-seeded,
California State Dominguez Hills this Thursday for the first round of theNCAA Division
II Tournament.

Shaky start for soccer club's fall season
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edu
Before they had even taken a class here,
three freshmen worked hard to make history at Seattle University by creating the
school's first soccer club.
Freshmen Taylor Lane, his brother Peyton Lane and Bradley LeDoux approached
Don Ross, assistant director of recreation
sports, a few weeks before the fall quarter
began inquiring about the process of starting the club.
As Ross guided the three young students
through the process of a club formation,
Lane, Lane and LeDoux immediately
started recruiting players for tryouts and
began scheduling games.
"For three incoming freshmen to take
the initiative was really a challenge," said
Ross. "I just give great kudos to the freshmen for stepping up and taking the lead
role in it."
It turned out that many other students
were also enthusiastic about having a
soccer club. During the club's tryouts,
which were held during the second week
of school, a total of 48 players were in the
running for a team that would eventually be
cut down to less than half that size.
LeDoux, soccer club president, is confident that the club will continue to be
popular in future years.
"We do have many very good soccer
players at this school, because a lot of
people try out but don't make our soccer
team," saidLeDoux. "And for them there's
the soccer club."
The club joined a new league that includes Central Washington University,
Eastern Washington University, Gonzaga
University, The University of Idaho and
Washington State University. With one win,
one loss and four ties Seattle has found
lively competition in the league.
The team plays two games each weekend,
generally one at home and one away and
their last two games will be played this
weekend against Central. The season will
resume in the spring and will include all
league teams competing in three tourna-

ments with the winner advancing to Arizona for the league tournament.
Besides the leadership of the freshmen

weeks. On a trip to Gonzaga and Eastern
the weekend of October 21 st, only 12 of the
team's 23 members showed up.

founders, Ross has played a major part

The soccer club hopes to improve on
some ofits current flaws for the second half
of this year and beyond. Most importantly,
next year they plan on hiring a new parttime coach. Despite their setbacks, leaders
of the soccer club are confident and excited
about the organization's future.

"If you [want to] make the commitment
in the development of the soccer club as and boot other people off the team through
their advisor. He aided the purchase of tryouts, then you might [want to] make the
their uniforms, ordered their equipment, commitment and come to the games," said
and also helped reserve practice time at LeDoux.
Connolly Center.
"He (Ross) has helped
AfJT*IBIM
so much," said LeDoux. i^mmifiCTTTiiM 3 g
"He got us jerseys within H|[||jlsASjy|J|yjll^
a week and he got us practice balls, which is really
helpful."
Because their funding
was used to get uniforms
and equipment that is
expected to last a few
years, the club did not
possess the funds to hire
a coach and has been stuAre you a college student who is looking for:
dent coached by former
Chris
men's soccer player
yf A paid internship opportunity that will
V A custom-designed learning curriculum that
Natale, senior.
stand out on a resume?
could earn you college credit?
"They're coaching
V An opportunity to meet people trom
V A chance to gain experience with a worldthemselves this year and
renowned company and gain transferable
around the world, make lifelong friends,
that can sometimes be difskills?
and have fun?
ficult," said Ross.
Many players were unAs a part of the Disney College Program at the Walt Disney World® Resort near Orlando, FL
happy about how the team
participants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Visit our Web site and discover why the
was selected and felt that
Disney College Program is an opportunity you just cant miss!
the players who performed
Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our Web site to view
best at the tryouts were not
selected for the team.
our presentation schedule and find out when we will be on a campus near you! Scheduling con"We didn't want to
flict? Log on and view our online E-Presentation http://wdwcollegeprogramecard.com/epresentation/!
choose the teams because
EOE Drawing Creativity from Diversity ©Disneyo6os2s7ol
we didn't want to show
favoritism, but, it [kind
of] turned around on us,"
said LeDoux.
Others, who asked
''
to remain anonymous,
have claimed that student
coaching has left their
team unorganized and
lacking communication
which has ultimately led
to a decrease in attendance
Dream lr. Do it. Disney.
disneycollegepro9ram.com
for the club's games and
practices in the past few
•
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A letter from the
As many ofour readers can attest, there has been a significant
amount ofdiscussion, controversy and reaction to the content of

beliefs, their views, their experience to campus without fear
of retaliation, mockery or views of contempt. While readers

the Oct. 25 issue ofThe Spectator, with a particular emphasis
on the subject matter of the opinion section. The reaction to
our fifth issue ofThe Spectator has been significant enough to
warrant a response from the Editor-in-Chief.
This response is not a retraction of or an apology for the
content that appeared in the issue.
The role and responsibility delegated to the official university
student publication is unique and constantly challenging, and
it embodies a process that we are constantly refining.
On one end of the spectrum, The Spectator is the outlet for
covering the news, topics and events that interest and affect the
campus community. In holding that role, The Spectatorhas the
responsibility to the students, faculty, alumni and administration of Seattle University to report and write in an unbiased
professional manner.
On the other end, The Spectator is and always will be a
forum for members of the Seattle University community to
voice their opinions, express their viewpoints and attempt to
persuade readers to look at topics in a different, and occasionally uncomfortable, light.
Though the majority ofThe Spectator is devoted to providing the framework to present the former, there is an essential
element of The Spectator that is responsible for the latter.
The opinion pages ofThe Spectator provide a forum for any
member of the Seattle University community to articulate their

may not always agree with the points made or the opinions
expressed on the editorial pages, their presence is an irrevocable
necessity for any journalisticpublication.
Readers of The Spectator are welcome and encouraged to
participate in the content of the opinion pages and are urged
whenever compelled to write responses to and critiques
of the content in The Spectator. This type of response is applauded, and I urge all members of the Seattle University
community to take advantage of the forum provided for your
expressions.
Last week The Spectator received two different types of
responses to the content of the newspaper: one is encouraged,
as evidenced by the augmentation of this week's opinion section; the other will not be tolerated.
As many of our readers noticed, The Spectator was supplemented with two different insert advertisements from Seattle
University College Republicans. Though the incoherent ramblings of the inserts alluded to the prospect of this particular
club suddenly being empowered to do something by the material presented in The Spectator editorial, the fact remains that
neither insert was approved by thisnewspaper, nor paid for by
the individuals responsible.
However, ifour editorial was responsible for giving SUCR
the empowerment it needed... then they are welcome. But I
digress.
-

-

Needless to say, this type of illegal and juvenile behavior
did not go undetected or unreported. In addition, the parties
suspected of being responsible for tampering with the newspaper proceeded to proclaim their actions to all members of
theirrespective club via e-mail, as well as posting their criminal
activities on the club's official website. If it weren't for the
illegal and unethical elements of these actions, they could be
considered humorous; but, instead these were intolerable, illegal attacks. It is the type ofaction that makes me worry that the
organization that the perpetrators are representing will one day
be run by individuals that solve their problems through rash and
abrasive action, rather than through constructive dialogue.
As Editor-in-Chief, itis my goal to see The Spectator develop
into something that every member of this university respects.
That is not to say it should be something that everybody always
agrees with, but it should be something that members of the
Seattle University community are proud of.
I encourage members ofall groups on campus to alert The
Spectator of what your organizations are doing, and when
necessary, critique and criticize our work; but, when you do,
do so in a constructive fashion.
Sincerely,

Nicholas V. Lollini, Editor-in-Chief
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I am a staff writer for The Spectator
and one of the few admitted conservatives
you will find at Seattle University. Until
recently, I was also a member of the Seattle
University College Republicans (SUCR).
I will not exaggerate my role with the
club. I have never participated in any of
their events, and, with my very busy schedule, I cannot consider myself an active
member. As a Republican, I was excited
when I saw a SUCR table set up in Cherry
StreetMarket at the beginning ofthe school
year. I immediately signed up.
Being conservative in a liberal city, and
especially at Seattle University, can be
tough. I was excited to join an organization that would share in my conservative
political views and work to bring about
change.
After SUCR's inappropriate response
to a critical editorial that The Spectator
ran last week, I am no longer sure that I
would like to be associated with the organization.
I am not defending the members of the
Spectator staff who wrote last week's editorial, and I am not suggesting that members
of SUCR were wrong to be upset by its
contents. However, SUCR did handle the
situation inappropriately.
Soon after the last issue was released,
SUCR president Phillip Roman sent out an
email to all of the club's members which informed them of"The Spectator's lies" and
assured them that "The first wave ofattacks
have already [been] set into motion."
Whether or not The Spectator's opinion
piece contained false information, the language that Roman used was inappropriate
and borderline militaristic. I understand
their need to address the editorial and
speak out against it, but suggesting attacks
on The Spectator and its staff members
was ridiculous. Roman could have easily
inspired some negative and potentially
violent actions by SUCR members.
-

Email: spectator@seattleu.edu

-

Far worse than Roman's radical lan-

guage was the vandalism caused by SUCR
members. Issues of the university's paper
were stuffed with unauthorized flyers. Red
paint matching the flyers was also found on
some newsstands that contained issues of
The Spectator.
Some copies of The Spectator were
destroyed. The people who committed
these acts should not be considered activists. Instead, they are vandals who destroy
university-funded property.
Writing a fitting response to The Spectator and the staffmembers who contributed
to the editorial would have been the right
course of action. In SUCR's defense,
several club leaders did encourage other
members to email the Spectator staff in
protest.
But this is whattheir actions should have
been limited to. Vandalism is never an acceptable response.
Members of SUCR ought to realize
that an editorial is an opinion piece, and,
while it may have portrayed the club in
a negative way, it is only advertised as
the opinion of a group of writers not
as fact.
There are certain obligations by all
university members to allow their campus
paper to operate. Since the Bill of Rights
in 1789, the press has been blessed with
the right to publish their opinions in editorial form. SUCR does not have the right
to threaten that liberty by encouraging
attacks.
At a liberal university, a club ofCollege
Republicans should recognize the important role that they have. SUCR members
do not only represent their organization
but Republicans in general. Their actions
have not only tarnished the image of their
club but have given liberal students more
reasons to knock the Republican Party.
After a friend of mine heard about the
vandalism to newspaper stands, she made
a comment that surely echoes the sentiments of many SU liberals.
"See Rose," she told me, "Republicans
-

are crazy!"

r>!2,

I am appalled with SUCR's actions because they have disrespected our campus
paper and because they have disgraced
the Republican Party. The media frequently bashes conservatives, and I have
frequently had to defend my political affiliation as a result.
SUCR's actions have made this even
more challenging for conservatives like
myself. They have portrayed Republicans
as radicals who will destroy anything they
disagree with.
The College Republicans could have
made a powerful statement by simply writing a professional letter to The Spectator.
They could have shown that they are an
active organization at Seattle University
through the continuedsupport of Republican candidates. These actions alone would
have corrected any false statements made
by The Spectator and would have shown
that the editorial was wrong.
Instead, Roman responded with radical
language while other club members committed thoughtless acts of vandalism.
Now, any letters written by members
of SUCR will be tainted by their childish
actions.
The College Republicans accused The
Spectator of damaging their image in last
week's editorial. However, they have done
much more damage to the image ofthe Republican Party with their response to it.

Corrections:
Peter B. Ely, S.J., was appointed the
position of assistant to the president
for Mission and Ministry not as the
vice president of Mission and Ministry,
as the headlineread in The Spectator's
Oct. 25 article.
Thephoto on page 12 of The Spectator s
Oct. 25 issue under the headline,
"Basketball alum lose to '06- '07 men s
squad" was credited incorrectly. Jackie
Canchola took the photo, not Nicholas
Lollini.
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Writer's narrative invokes strong SU response
Editor,
Recently, I opened my inbox to its usual
array of bills, social chatterand schedule coordination to find an email from Sacha Maxim,
the leader of an on-campus group known as
the Triangle Club. Sacha informed me (and
the entire mailing list ofthat organization) that
your paper was guilty of publishing a 'homophobic, racist and classist opinion piece,' and
she suggested that each of us write in to tell
you exactly what we thought of your work.
I think that you've done a fine thing, and
I am thankful for your effort. When you provide us with thehonest opinions of a member
of our community, a reflection of the mundane
life and experiences of the students here at
Seattle University, you provide each of us an
opportunity to hear this person's concerns and
opinions and to consider our own opinions, to
learn how others think and what priorities and
ideals our fellow students hold dear.
Those in your line know better than I that,
while language is a means of communication,
it is also a weapon to be used for political and
ideological purposes. Over the next few days,
I expect that you'll receive many accusations
such as Sacha's, accusations from those so
enamored with a single point of view, a single
political goal, that they will attempt to silence
all who disagree. I expect that Stice will be
abused for giving voice to her opinion, and
Sacha has already announced her intention
and her organization's intention to 'challenge'
you for publishing an opinion apparently
contrary to hers.
Mohandas Ghandi said that honest disagreement is often a good sign of progress, and
you've made a healthy disagreement possible.
Thank you for your integrity, and may it be
your strength.
—

Matthew Oesting

Editor,
While Brenda Stice's opinion piece about
her living situation as a student as SU ("Always on the move: a new breed of horror
story," Oct. 25, 2006 issue) was slightly
humorous, I wonder what purpose it served.
For being so lengthy -taking up two-thirds
of a page when there are only two opinion
pages-1 thought there might be a helpful message. But, instead, it sounded like a sheltered
upper-class white girl endorsing the Rianna
Apartments.
I was personally offended that Stice was so
"disgusted" by a "transvestite" that instead
of living in a house with a "transvestite,"
she wouldrather lose a month's rent and live
with her parents where she had to commute
to school everyday -which involved driving
30 minutes, taking a 35-minute ferry ride and
then taking a bus. Stice continued by saying that her reaction to the transvestite was
"completely justifiable" because she is from
a small town and was a freshman. I, too, am
from a small town, and I don't think it was
justifiable.
First of all, transvestites are simply crossdressers, and they can be straight or gay Stice
was probably referring to a transgendered
individual -someone who prefers to go by a
different gender than he or she was biologically assigned. I understand feeling shocked
or uncomfortable by the unknown, but The
Spectator should hold higher standards than
printing overtly prejudice material -or at least
get the facts right. The Spectator would never
publish an article about a student deciding not
to live with someone because he or she is of a
different race, so why should sexuality be any
different? Did you know that we have transgendered individuals that go to our school?
People snicker about the Triangle Club's
annual hosting of Gender Awareness Week.
People say things like, "I'm already aware of
my gender," but the real reason for the week
is so that people like Stice, who grew up in

a small town, aren't completely disgusted by
people like her almost-roommate. It's also
to create awareness so that people like The
Spectator staff know the difference between
"transvestite" and "transgendered."
Stice mentioned living on Jackson and
MLK Way and how she suffered from reverse
racism, but I doubt anyone was completely
disgusted by her.
Canda Harbaugh
—

Editor,

The October 25, 2006, Spectator opinion
piece titled "Always on the move: A new
breed of horror story" raised a number of
concerns about the author's experiences with
those who differfrom her in terms of gender
identity, class and race. Unfortunately, the
piece confirmed what appears to be a pattern
of stereotypes, assumptions, and, at the worst,
bias that has appeared in The Spectator since
the beginning of the quarter.
According to the Seattle U mission statement, "The Jesuit educational tradition promotes independent critical thinkers informed
by the humanities, open to finding and serving
God in all things, and challenged by the Jesuit
priority of'the service offaith and the promotion of justice' to address issues of poverty,
injustice, discrimination, violence, and the environment in knowledgeable, committed, and
effective ways." It seems that this connection
to examination and justice has not happened
for the column's author or for some of her
colleagues on the staff ofThe Spectator.
Two initiatives are underway at SU to assess
the institution's engagement with diversity
and to articulate how SU's rich diversity enhances the experiences ofall members of our

to which I serve. My intentions are not to at-

tack the author of the article. Rather, I'd like
to understand her perspective while bringing
to light another perspective to the experiences
she expressed. There is no doubt that some of
the Seattle University population has pointed
out that the article has mainly been seen as
homophobic, racist and classist.
I don't think the purpose is to point out
what the article is or isn't, but it is to begin to
understand and bridge the gaps. There were
two huge points of the article that stand out
for me.
The author did a good job in addressing that
she was scared with her first housing experience and living with a "large, bearded transvestite with a nurse's outfit and a high-pitched
voice." She said that she didn'tconsider him a
woman. It's understandable that her first reaction to escape, because she dealt with it the
best way she knew how to at that time. I think
the concern is finding a point of clarification
-if she still feels that way now and if she's
done anything since that experience to reach
out to that particular community and educate
herself. There should have been clarification,
as far as her feelings now if she were to have
that interaction today
Another section of the article that caught
my attention was when she mentioned that
"anyone who has taken bus number four
knows that it goes by the courthouse, jail
and hospital on its ascent up First Hill. This
might give a good idea of the types who ride
the route daily." I think that saying that there
are "types of people" who ride a particular
bus is quite the generalization. The bus system is seen as one, if not the, main form of
transportation in Seattle. People ride the bus to
work, to school, to meetings and various other

j

Editor,

I'm a fellow classmate of yours at Seattle
University as well as president to The Triangle
Club (SU's LGBTQA group), a member ofthe
Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA), and
part of theOMA LGBTQA Advisory Board. I
have dedicated my years at Seattle University
to expand the inclusion and acceptance of
gay individuals as well as raise awareness on
issues surrounding race, class, ethnicity and
gender. I am writing to you to express my
concern for the content in your article.
To me, and others in my community, the
article read as a homophobic, classist and
racist piece. My intentions in bringing these
concerns to your attention are to create a better
understanding between individuals of varying opinions. The first point I want to raise
is the issue of trans-individuals. We should
all respect an individuals' choice to adopt the
gender or sex they feel best represents who
they are on the inside. When gender is concerned, there is no "true sense" of the term.
Gender is socially constructed and we can
claim it however we want. My representation
of being female is different from others and
in no way inferior.
I also want to address the racist statements
you made in your article, particularly on the
ones regarding "reverse racism" and bus route
number 4. As a fair-skinned Latina, I ride the
racial-minority fence everyday. My appearance is that of a white woman, but I was raised
speaking Spanish with a South American
cultural experience. I want you to know that
because racism is institutionalized it can never
bereversed and applied on a white individual.
Though the majority of a neighborhoods'
population maybe of a racial/ethnic minority

community:

daily activities. In ways, saying that there are

that does not mean that the oppression they

The University Task Force on Diversity
envisions "a university community where
students, staff, faculty and administrators
thrive socially, intellectually and personally
and through a commitment of leadership,
their identities are valued, respected and
honored."
The Student Development Division
Diversity Committee will develop a set of
multicultural competencies for the division
and discuss national and local diversity-related matters and issues, including possible
implications for SU.
In addition to these institutionalassessments
of diversity, there are many opportunities for
all members ofthe community to engage with
questions of difference and justice. More than
450 students participated in last month's Human Race Machine program. The Courageous
Conversations begun in spring 2006 will
continue with monthly events beginning in
November and continuing through thewinter
and spring quarters. This year's Academic
Salons are about "Engaging Worlds: Voices
and Cultures" and feature programs about
literature, poetry, art, film, music, theater,
and dance. The Office of Multicultural Affairs sponsors an annual Diversity Month in
January that includes a reflection on Martin
Luther King's legacy, conversations with
community leaders, and workshops about
multiculturalism.
I encourage the author and all students to
take advantage of these and other opportunities to engage with others around the ways
that we are different and similar -there is no
excuse for leaving Seattle University with
unexamined prejudices or preconceived notions about others and ourselves.
Monica Nixon

"types of people" who ride a particular bus

face on a daily basis disappears. At the end
of the day, you are still the individual with
options, choices and financial security.
At one point I too was a regular on the
number 4 bus that crosses downtown, First
Hill and the Central District. The "types" of
bus riders that you refer to are a good mix of
people not solely drawn from the jail, courthouse and public hospital. Your judgment of
these individuals' character is evident and
unfair. Compared to other large cities, our
bus system is not only well tended to, but
extremely safe.
Finally, I think it's important that I raise the
issue of class. I have always led a privileged
life, whether it was when my family lived in
Los Angeles (where half of the population
identified as Chicano, Latino or of Hispanic
descent) or once we moved up to Mercer Island (a predominantly white, upper-class suburb). The Central District, more specifically
MLK Way, is no "hotbed of crime." Seattle
has one of the lowest violent-crime rates in
the United States. Granted, crimes do occur
in that neighborhood but we have to ask why
that is. As Seattle University students we are
equipped with the proper tools and education
to critically analyze such socio-economic situations. The Central District is split between
white and racial/ethnic minority residents,
yet they all fall under the poverty line. The
sacrifice you made in order to save money
for lower living standards is done everyday
by people who have no other choice.
I can understand what it must feel like to
come from Poulsbo and immerse yourself in
a fast-paced and diverse environment. Trust
me, I experience the fish-out-of-water feeling
everyday for different reasons. However, that
does not mean that you cannot expand your
understanding of foreign concepts and identities. Please know that I am in no way disgusted
or angered by what you wrote. I will say that
it is worrisome for me to read an article such
as yours that clearly does not reflect the views
of our institution that promotes education, acceptance and social justice and awareness.
—Sacha Maxim

-

-

—
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Editor,

I am writing in regards to the article published in last week's edition ofThe Spectator
entitled, "Always on the move: A new breed
of horror story." The article has not only
bothered me, but others of the constituency

is racist -even classist. The comment could
have been taken in a racist way, because she
identifies herself as an "upper-class white
girl." Thus, when she mentions types, there
are implications of race types. One could also
infer that the author was implying that one's
socio-economic status determined whether or
not they take the bus.
Overall, the main concern here is that Seattle University is prides itself in promoting
diverse earning experiences and pushing you
out of your comfort zone. It feels as if she
had good intentions, but she didn't utilize the
learning experience she had. Being a small
town girl doesn't mean that you can't take the
experiences you've had and create some kind
of positive kind ofoutlook. She says that her
actions are completely justifiable due to the
context in which she was raised.
However, it gets to the point when you see
a trend over the course ofyears -she can't not
deal with some of the harsh realities, justify
it by saying it was the environment in which
she was raised, and end up retreating back
to what she's comfortable with. I get a very
clear impression that she didn't learn anything
from her experiences otherthan that they were
failures. This is apparent when she decides
that she doesn't care how much she spends
on housing, as long as she didn't have to live
in a place where there things were out of the
norm for her. It seems that as long as she can
live in her harness known as the Rianna Apartments, then she's safe and protecting herself
from reality.
Reality is that there are people that she's
not going to get along with, agree with and
much more. The solution isn't to run back to
your comfort zone. The solution should be to
learn to understand the world around you, let
them understand you, adapt to it and make it
the best possible experience.
If there is any way that we can work together to learn to understand each other in
respect to the issues at hand, I am more than
willing to take that step.
—Gretchenrae M. Callanta
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College Republicans express outrage over editorial
Editor,
This letter is in response to The Spectator's
claim that the Seattle University College
Republicans have not been an active participant in this year's election cycle. The
editorial included in the Thursday, Oct. 26
issue was blatantly one-sided and ignored all
the facts that we provided your staff writer
regarding our election activities. Therefore,
as President of College Republicans, I am
obligated -not only professionally, but also
personally- to correct the record on what
activities the College Republicans have, and
continue to, participate in.
Last week, The Spectator's Christopher
Kissel conducted an interview with Dr. Andrew Tadie, the SUCR faculty advisor and
myself because ofthe unprecedented amount
of interest on campus regarding the SU College Republicans. We told Kissel about the
various activities the SUCR was involved in,
yet none of these were even acknowledged in
the editorial last week.
Off-campus, we participate in countless
hours of phone banking, literature stamping,
doorbelling and weekends full of intense
campaigning.
However, in this letter, let us focus on what
is going on here at SU. SUCR has an OnCampus Phone Bank that dedicates more than
40 hours a week toward getting Republicans
elected. Also, SUCR has brought candidates
such as CongressmanDave Reichert, MikeMcGavickand SU's own Major Andrew Franz to
campus forums to meet with the students.
In addition, we have hosted a Conservative
Coming Out of the Closet Day, handed out
information regarding the attack on the USS
Cole at the Street fair, and we have doubled
our membership from last year. This does
not happen by chance; it takes an active and
visible club to achieve such a feat.
So, where was The Spectator at each of
these events?
The editor's blatant disregard for facts collected by The Spectator's own staff writer, a
mere week before, is a transparent bias and a
perfect example of the challenges conservative students have to face everyday at this
university. As a student on this campus, I
am disappointed to know that my school
newspaper would inn such a slanted, negative
article regarding any of our campus clubs or
organizations while fully knowing the facts
to be different.
An editorial is supposed to provide a personal opinion on factual information. Last
week's Spectator editorial not only failed
to do so but shamefully ignored the facts
provided to them in an interview the prior
week. Even if there was a lack of communication between The Spectator staff,
a quick look at our website www.su.wcrf.
us, would clearly show our hard work.
SUCR is therefore calling for a complete
revocation of last week's Editorial and a full
apology to the SUCR hard working students
and to the students of Seattle University for
its editorial.
Phillip M. Roman, SUCR President
—

Editor,

IfI may put in a word on this whole matter,
the Seattle University College Republicans
is an excellent group that does some serious
heavy lifting for our Republican candidates.
I'm enthused by their level of commitment
and greatly appreciative of what the group
has done in the last year. Just last month, the
WCRF named one of [SUCR's] members,
Suzanne Turner, College Republican of the
Month for the entire state.
It's unfortunate that the effort and dedication of the SUCR is not recognized by
The Spectator. I hope that in the future The
Spectator will actually talk to the College
Republicans about their efforts before belit-

tling some of the hardest working and most
dedicated people I know.
Brent Ludeman
—

D

ear Editor,

I felt it would be to the benefit of your
publication to share my opinions as a student
at this university concerning your editorial
section. Quite frankly, I've been having those
qualms for the last few issues.
First off, the editorial section was already
mildly disappointing over the last couple of
weeks, mainly because of the lack of substance in some of the articles that still managed to take up a third to a halfof a page. The
waterless fixtures smell a little funny to one
reporter? Alright, it's not exactly pertinent
to current events, or the schools mission of
empowering leaders for a just and humane
world.
The fact that it's saving thousands of
dollars that can be redistributed to other
programs, services, or just flat out lower
costs didn't seem to matter in the article's
train of thought. But, it's an opinion, so,
it can go in, even though newspapers
from public high schools such as the one
I went to tend to talk about things more
along the lines of laws, world events, etc.
The article about Xavier house, where the
author expressed his unfulfilled fantasies of
thefourth floor and wrote off the third floor as
"The Twilight Zone," also seemingly a little
irrelevent to the greater scheme of life, as well
as the fact that now the third floor has embraced the title, has come out on top in both
inter-hall competitions, and quite frankly I
felt the same way about the fourth floor.
At that point, I just about wanted to write
something, then'figured, student newspaper,
they all have their own little personalities.
But to report ideas that are blatantly false
and not fact?
Frivolous gripes and perceptions about
social dynamics and facility policies are one
thing, but as a newspaper, there is a still an
obligation to use the truth, even in the opinion
section and especially when statements are
being made about individuals or a group in
a factual manner.
For that matter, I'm very surprised that the
writer went and said so matter of factly that
we're [SUCR] not doing enough when there's
been evidence to the contrary for some time.
I'm here to tell you that the club has in fact
been very active, almost to the point where
I can't keep up the organization is doing so
much.
We've spent the greater part of several
Saturdays going door-to-door and getting
the word out about our candidates. We've
attended an event with our sister organization at UW. We've been to speakers. We've
had members spend entire weekends phone
banking, door billing, so on and so forth, with
the Victory Express program.
And of course, we went the extra mile to
go out earlier this year and say to the student
body that it's okay to be conservative on a
campus where the majority of the student
body has a liberal mindset, and encouraging
conservative students to let their voices be
heard and be proud.
If nothing else, the SUCR definitely took
the initiative and has been busy for about a
month. I only recently heard about the Young
Democrats a few days ago.
I've come to expect a lot from this university, and that definitely includes The
Spectator, for the student publications can
also reflect the student body. Please, do the
rest of us a favor, talk about what matters, or
at the very absolute least, do what journalists
are supposed to do: do the research, and give
your readers the truth. To express whether
you like the truth or dislike the truth is great
ideal we are free to enjoy in this nation. Just
remember to use the truth.
Raymond M. Sienkiewicz
—

Editor,
I would just like to write in response of the
editorial run in the latest issue ofThe Spectator. I would like to emphasize how FALSE this
article is. As a freshman, I was worried about
not feeling connected or involved on campus.
I was also fearful of being persecuted for my
conservative views in such a liberal area with
nowhere to go for support. However, after
joining the College Republicans, I discovered
that this fear was ungrounded. In the SUCRs, I
have found a place where I can be involved on
campus and in the community without having
to feel defensive about my beliefs.
Immediately following the first meeting
of the year, I began attending events ON
CAMPUS such as "Conservative Coming Out
of the Closet Day," tabling at C-Street and
the Street Fair, and phone banking for three
major Republican candidates (including SU
Professor Andrew Franz who has personally
gone doorbelling with the SUCRs for countless hours). I was astounded by the amount
of such activities SUCR had available to their
members and how friendly and inviting the
members from the past years were.
I now consider many ofmy fellow members
to be my closest friends here at SU. There
have been weeks where I did something
EVERYDAY with the SUCRs including fundraisers, phone banking, doorbelling, literature
dropping, etc. In fact, this Friday, I will be
attending Victory Express, a weekend filled
with College Republican events supporting
the Washington Republican Party.
I was also amazed by the opportunities
that I have been privy to because of the
SUCRs. I have personally met some of the
most influential people in Washington including Washington Attorney General Rob

McKenna and Congressman Dave Reichert.
Also, because of SUCR I have attended
such events as "Monday Night Football with
Mack Strong," a fundraiser for Congressman
Reichert, where I met Mack Strong, #38 of
the Seahawks.
Since these are just some of the opportunities a freshman could have in the first five
weeks of theschool year, I would recommend
being more hesitant next time to claim that
SUCR does nothing. Let me reiterate how
proud I am to say that SUCR has been a club
where I have found good friends, support, and
activism; it is a safe haven for all Conservatives on campus.
Christin Carroll
—

Editor,
I am writing to you to tell you that I am
extremely disgusted with the article you
published in The Spectator on the College
Republicans. As Vice-President of the Seattle
U College Republicans, I take offense at this
attack on a great group ofpeople. This article
is downright basic slander and is embarrassing to the university as a whole. An editorial
is an opinion, I am well aware, but it does
not allow you to slander our organization
with verifiably untrue facts. Dave Reichert
and Mike McGavick all spoke on Campus,
yet you did not make note of that.
Yes, A 1 Gore was on campus, but last year
Dinesh D'Souza was on campus as well.
The College Republicans have doubled their
membership this year and I am very proud
to be a part of this growing conservative
membership.
You should check the facts, even in an
editorial, before publishing. This is just
downright slander. We volunteerphone banking with Andrew Franz, have volunteered
hundreds of hours for Mike Mcgavick for
US Senate and Dave Reichert for Congress,
and none of this was mentioned. SUCR is a
good organization and I feel that your vitriolic
attack is disgraceful and tasteless. I am proud
to be a College Republican.
Lan Field, SUCR Vice President
—

D

ear Editor,

In reply to your latest editorial ("College
Republicans," Oct. 25, 2006 issue), it should
be noted that the Socialist Alternative is new
club on Seattle University campus consisting
of SU students. When we started, Socialist
Alternative was granted provisional (temporary) status like most other new clubs, but
we have made efforts to solidify the group as
an official SU club. While many, including
your editorial board, may consider socialism
a "dead political ideology," we all still live
in a world which values profits over people.
It should be clear that Socialist Alternative
represents democratic socialist ideals rather
than a top-down dictatorial mode of production and government.
The obvious reference to Socialist Alternative in an adjacent editorial on Oct. 25 by
Nielsen should also be noted.
Nielsen implores, "where were the protests?" and then goes on to dismiss the "few
'radical' students for hanging out flyers, the
majority of which will end up in the recycle
bin?"
We, the protesters, have been here all along.
On Feb. 15, 2003, we took to the streets,
at least 6 million strong worldwide. It was
the largest demonstration in human history.
Socialist Alternative is trying to spread the
message that people have a common background in their labor and that a broadcoalition
of people from all races, classes, sexualities,
religions and professions (including soldiers)
can unify together to defeat the system which
forces the populations of the world to engage
in constant physical and economic warfare.
Brandon Eng
—

D

ear Editor,

While I am surprised that The Spectator felt
compelled enough to even mention the College Republicans in theirnewspaper due to its
leanings, I am appalled at what outright lies
were printed about the College Republican
Club. As an active member, I do appreciate the
idea that there is a need for more conservative
ideas on campus, as the first school sponsored
Conservative speaker in at least five years,
Dinesh D'Souza, was brought last year and
only by default of theLakeside incident. But
to claim the College Republicans have done
nothing to advance Conservative ideas is
completely false. Maybe you guys should've
done your homework before claiming that the
club is not active enough on campus.
In the past year, the organization has done
numerous things both on and off campus. I'll
bullet them and divide them by on and off
campus for you as there are too many to list
and even provide some dates.
On Campus
At our first club meeting last year Mike
McGavick spoke
Held the Washington College Republican
Federation Conference, with keynote speaker
Dave Reichert March 31st April Ist
Two ofSeattle University College Republicans elected to WCRF Executive Board
-Volunteered with D'Souza May Ist
Major Andrew Franz, spoke last year and
at this year's meetings
-Established a website www.su.wcrf. us
Potluck/Dinner gatherings
Marksmanship Club Shooting Days
This year we're the only College Republican Club in state with an on-campus phone
bank where out club volunteers at least five
days per week
Club meetings are every other week
Sponsored "Conservative Coming Out of
the Closet Day" Sept. 25th
At Club Fair we handed fliers of the USS
Cole Bombing Oct. 12th
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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The Spectator
Nov. 1,2006
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Editor,
-Recruited at C-Street Lunch for members
The first part of our lecture series begins
in November with an alternative view to environmental groups around the globe and their
affects on impoverished nations
Off-Campus
Eight members traveled on a bus with 50
other College Republicans to Santa Barbara
for the Young America's Foundation Conservative Conference
-Two members traveled to Washington
D.C. over the summer to another YAF Conference
-Members volunteered at picnics, campaign
offices, kick-offs, etc. all summer
-Members volunteered at Reichert event
with George Bush, Karl Rove, and Dick
Cheney on June 16th
-Volunteered at event with RNC Chairman
Ken Mehlman for Dave Reichert in October
Attended Reichert Debates Oct. 10th
Mail Party at Reichert Oct. 13th
-Victory Express Weekends including Friday through Sunday volunteering around the
state, doorbelling, phone banking, literature
dropping, posting mailing, sign making and
posting, sign waving Oct. 20-22nd, Oct. 2729th, Nov 3-sth
-Volunteers are traveling during the week
to campaign offices
-We attended UW-CR meeting where Dave
Reichert spoke Oct. 3rd
-Franz doorbelling Sept. 30th, Oct. 14thand
also on Victory Express weekends
-Volunteered at Major Andrew Franz May
sth and Reichert's kickoffs
Some other achievements that could be
mentioned include doubling our membership
this year, on average we're volunteering at
least 40 hours/week on and off campus, we
are saving to fund a conservative magazine
within the next two years and our lecture series
begins next month because the school won't
bring conservative speakers.
There are a few things about the Young
Democrats I would like to point out though.
They have not had a meeting so far this year,
and they were not responsible for bringing
A 1 Gore to SU. That would be the school's
achievement from "advancing ecologically
friendly initiatives" and taking "leadership
in environmental sustainability." The other
democratic candidates followed as a result
of Gore, not the club.
Do not give responsibility to those who do
not deserve it. As far as I'm aware the only
on-campus event of the Young Democrats was
on the anniversary of the Patriot Act last year,
where they handed out stickers. So maybe,
you guys should check your facts before proclaiming things you know nothing about.
Kelley Goetz, WCRF Secretary
-

-

I was absolutely disgusted when I read
the article this morning about the "lack of
activity" within the Seattle University College
Republicans. I realize that it was an Editorial
piece, but a little research into the club might
have been helpful before writing such slander,
let alone publishing it.
My name is Liam Keys and I am a senior.
This is my fourth year being involved with the
club, and in the past two years our membership
and activity has seen numbers I never would
have imagined for such a small club on such
an anti-conservative campus. I feel the article
was disrespectful to every member who has
put so much time and effort into the club and
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speaker Dinesh D'Souza came and spoke; this
was the first conservative speaker that SU has
sponsored in almost five years.
The article also suggested that we bring
our candidates to campus; we have. Mike
McGavick came and spoke last year, as did
Dave Reichert. Andrew Franz has spoken
at various meetings of ours. I have spoken
with many of the Young Democrats and they
have said how hard it is for them to get their
members involved. I hope whoever wrote this
article understands that and see the amount
of time and effort we put into our ideals, our
candidates and most importantly, our club.
I would also like to address the events that
have taken place off campus. Members have
attended the Young America's Foundation
Conservative Conference in Santa Barbara,

-

-

—

tended a rally for McGavick where we also
listened to Dave Reichert, as well as Dino
Rossi, and participated in various campaign
activities for Andrew Franz. In all of this, I
have yet to see the "lack of activity" that was
written about in The Spectator.
I have chosen to focus only on the events
have we have done in the past year, but 1
could also write about the activity level from
the other years I've been a member of this
great club. I clearly remember standing on
street comers in the rain waiving signs in support Dino Rossi and President Bush in 2004
and attending countless rallies and events.
The SUCR's is a club. If you do not like
who we support or our ideals, then don't join.
Slandering us in a school paper is absolutely
ridiculous. We already put up with enough
on campus; I just could not believe that such
lies were published. I would like to thank
you though for including this piece in the
paper, because our members are now even
more motivated than they ever have been
before. Next time, try some research before
writing articles.
Liam M. Keys
ear Editor,
—

D

I was appalled while reading the article in
The Spectator proclaiming that the Seattle
University College Republicans have "done
little to attract voters to their cause." Last year
was an extremely active year for the College
Republicans beginning with our participation
in the Young Americas Foundation Conservative Conference in Santa Barbara, CA. We
then hosted the Washington College Republican Federation Conference with our keynote
speaker, Dave Reichert. Using last years success as a launchingpad, the SUCR executive
board (consisting of four sophomores) and
its enthusiastic members have worked hard
to promote our ideas on campus.
Courtesy of Caglecartoons.com

supporting our candidates.
The article said that the College Republicans were not active on campus. I would
like to address this issue, before focusing on
what we do as a club off campus. We meet
every other week. These meetings consist of
upcoming events and recently focusing on the
upcoming election. We are the only club that
has a campaign phone-bank on campus. To
date we have called over 2,000 voters talking to them about candidates such as Mike
McGavick, Dave Reichert and SU's own
Andrew Franz. Phone banking takes place at
least five days a week with members coming
over to call whenever they have time.
Last year, Seattle University hosted the
Washington College Republican Federation Convention. In the spring, conservative

California last fall, where they listened to
speakers such as Dinesh D' Souza and Michael
Reagan. Members have also attended Dave
Reichert events with President Bush, Vice
President Cheney and Karl Rove. We were
present, and helped with the campaign kickoff's ofMike McGavick, Dave Reichert and
Andrew Franz.
I do not know how many weekends our
members have spent the free time doorbelling the local areas for our candidates. I do
not know how many phone calls have been
made by our members, I do not know how
mailings have been stamped, stuffed, and sent
out by our members.
In the past two weeks alone I have volunteered at a fundraising dinner for Dave
Reichert with Seahawk Mack Strong, at-

We have the only phone bank on campus
and have called in excess of 2,000 voters to

promote Mike McGavick, Dave Reichert and
Major Andrew Franz. As a group we have
volunteered hundreds of hours to help elect
Republican candidates in our area. We have
our meetings every other week and anyone
is invited to come, especially editors of The
Spectator.
The group that has "done little to attract
voters to their cause" is the Young Democrats. They have been given credit for bringing A 1 Gore and others to Seattle University,
but that is not the case. They were brought
here directly by Seattle University.
Just ask anyone in the Young Democrats,
they have not had a single meeting all year.
Please, in the interest of professionalism,
think before you write.
Michael Fanoni, Treasurer, SUC
—

Community damages: when will the carnage stop?
Michael Lis-Sette

established policy of the Residence Halls

lissette@seattleu. edu

at Seattle University, but the question you
probably have had at one point or another is,

Imagine this: you are heading back to your
dorm room from celebrating the birthday
of a friend at a local restaurant, your group
having decided to continue celebrating back
on campus. Upon stepping out ofthe elevator you smell something that makes your
stomach become unsettled, but you don't
immediately notice what it is.
When you arrive at your dooryou discover
the source of this awful odor: a puddle of
vomit, which has been sitting there for nobody knows how long. You knock on one
of your RA's doors, and they contact the
custodial crew, with the cleanup costing a
total of $150.00.
The annoying thing is that you might
never find out who actually threw up, and
therefore, each person in your building will
have to contribute to pay the bill. This is the

well, why is this the school's policy?
Rachel Paul, the Director of the Murphy
apartments, said that "it's definitely based
on community responsibility
we want
people to feel safe where they live."
-

Part of being a member of a community
can mean fulfilling certain requirements for
the sake of the group that someone might
not always enjoy the thought of doing. This
has come to include contributing towards
the bills generated each time one such accident occurs.
But, as one student put it, "people don't
see it as a big deal. There's not enough punishment, not enough reinforcement," The
most thatpeople in the halls dotendto see is
a seven or eight dollar bill at the end ofeach
quarter, so it is possible that some just don't
see these damages as that big of a deal.

But are punishments each timean unidentified damage occurs the way that this should
be addressed? Couldn't there be some other
way to handle this?
One possible way might be encouraging
people to think about theirreluctance to report a friend doing such things as vomiting
in the halls or ripping paint from the wall.
It is never easy to reveal the actions of a
close acquaintance, but that does not justify
keeping such a thing secret.
To do so is simply unfair to those who
end up paying for that person's actions. And
despite the seemingly small impact each
of these incidents has on each individual
resident of a hall, they remain significant
nonetheless.
The current total in damages for Campion Hall is approaching $1,500.00, while
the current total for all of the buildings in
the Murphy Apartment Complex reaches
$500.00. Other halls have fared better, such

as Xavier Hall, which as of now has only one
major unresolved issue, while The Spectator was unable to obtain current data from
Bellarmine Hall.
As of right now these might seem like
relatively small figures, but those who agree
with this policy feel that it is not the monetary requirements these actions generate
that ultimately matters. What really matters
is that, by not taking responsibility for these
actions, it reveals how little these people
respect the community in which they live

and those who live there with them.
But, to some people who live in these

halls, it definitely is. Czarina Ramsay, the
Residence Hall Director for Xavier Hall,
said, "when you're living in a communal
space, you want to treat that as best you can,
as it isn't just you living there." This sentiment is not just a personal one, but is in fact
cited as one of the nine rights of aresident in
our own Residence Life Handbook.

Public Safety
Reports

Campus Voice

Oct. 25,11:45 a.m. Medical
Assist
Public Safety and the Seattle
Fire Department responded
to a student who fainted in the
lobby of the Pigott Building. SFD
checked the student and gave
her some juice; soon afterward,
she was found to be o.k. and
released.
-

Oct. 26,11 a.m. Newspaper
Tampering
Public Safety received a report of
unapproved fliers being inserted
into the campus newspaper
after it was distributed to various
locations around the school.
Public Safety is forwarding
the report and related e-mail
information to Student Conduct.

How did you spend your
extra hour of Daylight
Savings Time?
Photos and interviews by Megan Peter

-

Oct. 27, 2:15 a.m.
Trespassing & Alcohol
Public Safety gave a trespass
warning to an intoxicated
transient located on the east side
of the Lynn building and escorted
him off campus.
-

"At a Halloween party."
Josh Lynch, freshman journalism major.

"In a parking lot, running from the
cops because we were at a party
when two guys starting to get into
a fight. They pulled out knives and
people at the party called the cops."
Cara Davis-Jensen, freshman visual arts
major and Paola Castenaro, freshman
English/creative writing major.

Oct. 28, 5:30 p.m.
Trespassing/Suspicious
Circumstances
Public Safety contacted a male in
a Halloween costume who was
standing on the grass area in the
reflecting pool near the Chapel
of St. Ignatius. Public Safety had
to ask the individual, who did not
respond, a number of times to
come out of the reflecting pool.
He told them he was going to a
Halloween party, and was given
a warning.
-

"We watched '4<>-Year-Old Virgin.'"
Joe Leigh, sophomore international
business major and Azusa Otawa,
sophomore international business major

Oct. 28,1:40 a.m. Fight
Disturbance
The Seattle Police Department
responded to a fight disturbance
in a local bar/restaurant just east
of 12th and E. Jefferson.
-

Oct. 28, 3:30 a.m.
Disturbance/Suspicious
Circumstance
Public Safety responded to
a report of an unknown male
knocking on doors in the hallway
of an undisclosed residence hall.
Upon inspection, they did not
locate any suspects and did not
observe anyone committing the
behavior described.
-

"Studying for a nursing exam. We
were happy to have that extra hour."
Deanna Vesco, senior nursing major and
Kelly Delahunty, senior nursing major.

Oct. 28, 4:30 a.m. Newspaper
Tampering
The student newspaper editor
reported people are continuing to
put unauthorized flyers inside the
current issue of the publication.
-

Oct. 28,10:30 p.m. Medical
Assist
A student leaning back in a chair
tipped over and hit her head in
an undisclosed residence hall.
Friends helped her up to her
bed. The student was evaluated
by Public Safety and the Seattle
Fire Department, and was
transferred to a local hospital
for further evaluation. She was
released a few hours later.
-

"I was sleeping."
Robert Scheibeck, accounting supervisor

